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Dear Pace graduates, parents, families, and friends:

You did it.

To the students in the Pace University Class of 2024: You worked hard, you set goals, and you achieved them. You took advantage of the opportunities offered to you, and you accomplished what you set out to do. We couldn’t be prouder of you, and we couldn’t be happier for you.

To the parents, families, and friends supporting these graduates: You’re part of this success, too. You helped your students do the work, helped them be their best, and helped them get to this ceremony. On the graduates’ behalf, I want to thank you for everything you’ve done and will continue to do to support them.

Students, you have your whole lives and so many opportunities ahead of you. You have grown and explored here at Pace, but your worlds are about to get immeasurably larger. You’ll have careers, families, and opportunities that you never imagined. As you grow and change, as the world changes, the skills you learned here will always stay with you: how to think, how to learn, and how to be positive contributors to your community. I know the perseverance and resourcefulness that brought you to today have demonstrated that you will accomplish anything you set your mind to.

As we send you into the world, I want you to remember Pace and the people you encountered here. This place and this community have made you who you are. You are part of the Pace family, and you’ll always be welcome here. Career Services will always be available to you. The Pace University Alumni Association will keep you connected. We will be here to support you as you move through your lives, and I hope you will help us create opportunities for the next generation of Pace students.

I can’t wait to see what you’ll do next.

Sincerely,

Marvin Krislov
President
Pace University
Commencement 2024
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USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis Center
Queens, NY
2024 Commencement Day Schedule

MORNING SCHOOL CEREMONIES

Elisabeth Haub School of Law
9:45 a.m. | Louis Armstrong Stadium

Lubin School of Business
9:45 a.m. | Arthur Ashe Stadium

MAIN CEREMONY
12:15 p.m. | Arthur Ashe Stadium

AFTERNOON SCHOOL CEREMONIES

College of Health Professions and
Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems
2:15 p.m. | Louis Armstrong Stadium

Dyson College of Arts and Sciences, Sands College of Performing Arts,
and School of Education
2:30 p.m. | Arthur Ashe Stadium

COMMENCEMENT FESTIVITIES

Food and Entertainment
11:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m. | Grounds and Food Villages
Order of Exercises
Monday, May 20, 2024 at 12:15 p.m.

Processional ................................................................. “Pomp and Circumstance” by Sir Edward Elgar

Color Guard, Grand Marshall, Deans for Students, Student Honorees, Alumni Association Leaders, Faculty Leaders,
Faculty Honorees, University Deans, Trustees, Honored Guests, Chair of the Board, President of the University

Presiding .............................................................. Marvin Krislov, JD
                            President, Pace University

National Anthem ......................................................... Summer Star Campos ’24
                            Sands College of Performing Arts

Alma Mater ............................................................... Dennis Cao ’24
                            Sands College of Performing Arts

Alma Mater written by Ivan Fox ’54 (1932–2006)
Professor of Legal Studies
Lubin School of Business

Student Honors and Awards ........................................ Marvin Krislov, JD

Faculty Honors and Awards ........................................ Joseph R. Franco, PhD

Provost and Executive Vice President
Academic Affairs

Valedictorian Student Address ..................................... Paul Cimicata ’24

Lubin School of Business

Conferral of Honorary Degrees ................................... Rob Sands, JD ’84

Chair, Board of Trustees

Marvin Krislov, JD

Doctor of Humane Letters
Paul Levitz
Former President of DC Comics

Doctor of Humane Letters
Andrea Stewart-Cousins ’86, ’08
President Pro Tempore and Majority Leader of the New York Senate

Doctor of Humane Letters
LaChanze
Tony Award-winning Actor and Producer

Commencement Address ............................................. LaChanze

Order of Exercises continued on the following page.
Order of Exercises (continued)
Monday, May 20, 2024 at 12:15 p.m.

Opporunitas in Action Award ......................................................... Marvin Krislov, JD
Angella and Danroy Henry
Parents of Former Pace Student Danroy "DJ" Henry Jr.
Founders of the DJ Henry Dream Fund

Opporunitas Student Address ......................................................... Saloni Shah '24
Dyson College of Arts and Sciences

President’s Message ................................................................. Marvin Krislov, JD

Introduction of Candidates ......................................................... Joseph R. Franco, PhD

Conferral of Degrees in Course ....................................................... Rob Sands, JD ’84

Closing ................................................................. Marvin Krislov, JD

Recessional

Grand Marshall ................................................................. Joseph R. Franco, PhD
Provost and Executive Vice President
Academic Affairs

Pipe Band ................................................................. Members of the New York City
Police Department Pipe Band

The audience will please remain seated during the processional and recessional.
For accommodations viewing or to access captioning of Pace University’s Commencement, please visit www.pace.edu/video.
Honorary Degree Citation
Doctor of Humane Letters
LaChanze

In a nearly four-decade career as an actor, singer, dancer, and theatrical producer, the Broadway legend LaChanze has leveraged her hard work, commitment, and innate talents to bring a series of strong and complex female characters to our stages and screens.

Born in Florida and raised in Connecticut, LaChanze studied theater and dance in college. She made her Broadway debut in January 1986 at 24 years old. Only five years later, she was nominated for her first Tony Award for originating the key role of Ti Moune in *Once On This Island*.

She always kept working. On Broadway, she starred in *Ragtime*, *If/Then*, and *Summer: The Donna Summer Musical*, among many other roles. In 2006, she won the Tony for her starring performance as Celie in *The Color Purple*. She’s been in movies ranging from *The Help* to Disney’s *Hercules*, and on TV shows including *The Black List*, *East New York*, and—like every working New York actor—*Law & Order: SVU*.

Then, LaChanze became a Broadway producer, and she found quick success. At last year’s Tony Awards, she became the first female producer ever to win two Tonys in one night: Best Revival of a Play for the Pulitzer Prize-winning *Topdog/Underdog* and Best Musical for *Kimberly Akimbo*. This season, she has three more projects on Broadway, including a musical based on the beloved novel *The Outsiders*, opening this spring. Next season, she'll make her New York directing debut, with *Wine in the Wilderness* at the Classic Stage Company.

Amid all her professional commitments she is also the president of Black Theatre United, a community of creatives dedicated to awareness, accountability, and advocacy. She’s a proud mother, too, of Zaya LaChanze and Celia Rose—who started her own Broadway career while a performing arts student at Pace.

For her remarkable talent and drive, for proving that an artist can also succeed as a businesswoman and an advocate, and for standing as an inspiration to all our students—especially those in our Sands College of Performing Arts—Pace University is proud to confer upon LaChanze Sapp-Gooding the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, *honoris causa*, with all the rights and privileges pertaining thereunto.
Paul Levitz was a Brooklyn high school student when he revived The Comic Reader—the first mass-circulation fanzine devoted to comics news—as its editor and publisher. That was in 1971, and it set in motion a half-century career in comics that took Levitz to the highest levels of that industry.

When he stepped down as president and publisher of DC Comics in 2009, Levitz was the leader who’d helped grow the company into a modern cultural force, overseeing successful film and TV efforts and guiding the graphic novel to become a respected literary form. He’d changed the business.

That’s when he started his life as an educator, joining the faculty of the master’s in publishing program at Pace. He teaches classes on comics, graphic novels, and the future of publishing to students in that program. He also brings his expertise to Pace undergraduates, teaching Dyson students how to write comics and graphic novels and Lubin students about the management of a creative business.

His students and academic colleagues are inspired by him. He is a “dynamic and fascinating professor,” they say. They note that he is a committed mentor who is happy to tap his vast network of connections to help students and graduates develop their careers. One colleague put it simply: “Paul helps our students understand and realize their full potential as innovative thinkers.”

Levitz has won innumerable honors and accolades for his work. His book 75 Years of DC Comics was celebrated around the world. He’s won Comic-Con International’s Inkpot Award, the Comics Industry Appreciation Award, the Bob Clampett Humanitarian Award, and the Hero Initiative’s Dick Giordano Humanitarian Award. In 2019, he was inducted into the Will Eisner Hall of Fame, the comics field’s most prestigious honor.

But despite attending NYU for several years, Levitz never had the chance to earn his college degree.

Today, for his transformative accomplishments in the comic book industry, for the dedication and excellence he has modeled to generations of writers, artists, and those aspiring to work in creative fields, and for his commitment to and advocacy for his students, Pace University is proud to confer upon Paul Levitz the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa, with all the rights and privileges pertaining thereunto.
The Honorable Andrea Stewart-Cousins is one of the most powerful people in New York State government. And she’s had to fight for everything she’s achieved.

She grew up in public housing in New York City. At 19, she was a single mother working in customer service for the phone company. By 21, she’d started to get involved with public issues, protesting changes to daycare subsidies that would have made it impossible to keep up her job—with an annual salary of just $7,000—and care for her son.

Today, she’s the president pro tempore and majority leader of the New York State Senate. “When I fight for things,” she has said, “it’s because I know those things matter.”

In the early 1980s, married with three children and working, she enrolled at Pace University to study journalism. A professor sent her to cover 1984’s election night at Geraldine Ferraro’s headquarters. In watching the first female major-party vice-presidential candidate, the politics bug bit.

Stewar-Cousins earned her degree in 1986 and a few years later was named director of community affairs in Yonkers, a position created to help heal and unite the city following a desegregation order. In 1995, she won a spot on the Westchester Board of Legislators. In 2000, she pulled off a legislative triumph, launching the Westchester County Human Rights Commission. Unlike the overburdened, pre-existing New York State commission, this one offered anti-discriminations for LGBT people, too.

In 2004, she ran a long-shot campaign for State Senate against a popular incumbent. After recounts and allegations of irregularities, she lost by a mere 18 votes. In 2006, she ran again—and won. Voting rights became one of her signature issues, along with reproductive rights, education, and tenant rights. As Senator Stewar-Cousins, she came back to Pace for a Master of Public Administration.

Then, in 2012, seeking a unifying figure to bring together their divided caucus, State Senate Democrats chose her as their leader. After the Democrats won control of the chamber in 2018, she was elected President Pro Tempore and Majority Leader Stewar-Cousins, the first woman and first Black woman to lead a Legislative Chamber in New York State history.

For her tireless dedication to public service, for her transformative impact on New York State, and for modeling all that a Pace graduate can accomplish, Pace University is proud to confer upon the Honorable Andrea Stewar-Cousins, ’86, ’08, the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa, with all the rights and privileges pertaining thereunto.
The Honorable Rowan D. Wilson has had a distinguished career as a lawyer and a jurist. In his current role as New York's highest-ranking judge, he is one of the nation's leading voices advancing equity, justice, and the rule of law.

Judge Wilson received his AB degree from Harvard College, and his JD degree from Harvard Law School. He was admitted to the bar of the State of California in 1985, and the bar of the State of New York in 1987.

From 1984 to 1986, Judge Wilson served as a law clerk to the Honorable James R. Browning, chief judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, based in San Francisco, California. In 1986, he joined the firm of Cravath, Swaine & Moore in New York City as an associate. He was elected to partnership there in 1991, a position which he continued until February 2017. His practice encompassed a wide variety of matters, including antitrust, intellectual property, securities and common-law fraud, contract, labor and employment, civil rights and first amendment issues. Ultimately, he rose to become the firm's first partner of color.

On January 15, 2017, Governor Andrew M. Cuomo nominated Judge Wilson to serve as an Associate Judge of the Court of Appeals, and the New York State Senate confirmed his nomination on February 6, 2017. On April 10, 2023, Governor Kathy Hochul nominated Judge Wilson to serve as Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals and the State of New York, breaking barriers as the first person of color in this role. The New York State Senate confirmed his nomination on April 18, 2023.

Judge Wilson has demonstrated a commitment to the community over the course of his career, serving on the boards of several charitable and not-for-profit organizations, and handling numerous pro bono matters during his years in practice.

For his dedication to the law, for his commitment to public service, and in recognition of his trailblazing contributions to the legal profession during his distinguished career, Pace University is honored to confer upon Judge Rowan D. Wilson the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa, with all the rights and privileges pertaining thereto.
The Opportunitas in Action Award, bestowed by the president of Pace University, recognizes a leader who has made innovative, positive contributions to the community in the spirit of Pace’s motto, Opportunitas.

Angella and Danroy Henry
Parents of former Pace student Danroy "DJ" Henry Jr. and founders of the DJ Henry Dream Fund

Danroy “Dan” T. Henry is the co-founder of the DJ Henry Dream Fund. He was previously the Chief Culture Officer at Bright Horizons Family Solutions, Inc. and Chief Human Resources Officer of Bright Horizons Family Solutions LLC (a subsidiary of Bright Horizons Family Solutions, Inc.). Recognized as a values-driven business professional, he is a contributing author to Inside the Minds and has also been a featured speaker at the NEHRA annual convention, SHRM, the Conference Board, and NAAHR. Dan is a graduate of Cornell University’s College of Industrial and Labor Relations. In his past career, Dan held the position of Principal at Staples, Inc.; Executive Vice President of FleetBoston Financial Corp.; Principal at Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of NY, Inc.; Principal at Reebok International Ltd.; and Chairman at Northeast Human Resources Association.

Angella Henry is the co-founder of the DJ Henry Dream Fund and the Executive Director for over 10 years. She earned her bachelor’s degree in communication disorders and special education from Bridgewater State University. Angella worked in the school system as a special education teacher and SLPA for several years. She now devotes her time to the DJ Henry Dream Fund, ensuring thousands of children have the opportunities DJ had. She serves on several boards.

Together, they exemplify the ideals of Opportunitas, and we are very pleased to present them with Pace University’s 2024 Opportunitas in Action Award.

Visit www.djdreamfund.org to learn more about the DJ Henry Dream Fund.
Kenan Awards for Teaching Excellence

New York City Kenan Award for Teaching Excellence

**Juan Shan, PhD**  
*Associate Professor, Computer Science  
Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems*

Professor Shan is an Associate Professor in the Department of Computer Science. She received her PhD in Computer Science from Utah State University in 2011. Her research interests include medical image analysis, machine learning, information fusion, and computer-aided diagnosis.

With research supported by federal grants from the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Security Agency (NSA), Professor Shan has more than 50 peer-reviewed papers published, many co-authored with her students at Pace University. One of her ongoing projects is extracting image features from knee MRI sequences and applying machine learning models to analyze these features to predict knee osteoarthritis (OA). As a result, people with a higher risk of developing OA in the future can take preventive measures to slow down progression with this model. Professor Shan also develops deep learning models to automatically measure joint space width (JSW)—the width of the gap between bones in hand joints, which is an important biomarker for hand OA diagnosis and longitudinal tracking of the disease. Professor Shan is interested in developing robust and reliable machine learning models that can solve medical domain problems—not only to facilitate doctors' daily clinical work, but also to advance the understanding of disease pathology and provide suggestions for proactive treatment.

**Shamita Dutta Gupta, PhD**  
*Professor, Mathematics  
Dyson College of Arts and Sciences*

Professor Shamita Dutta Gupta is a Professor and Associate Chair of the Department of Mathematics. She received her PhD from Brown University in 1995. Her main areas of research are number theory, actuarial science, financial mathematics, and mathematics education. She has been awarded internal and external grants in addition to her 30 publications.

Professor Gupta is passionate about curriculum development. She has created Learning Communities in partnership with the English Department titled *Crossing the Divide: The Art of Mathematical Thinking and the Science of Rhetoric* and with Women's Studies titled *Culture and Math: The Intersectionality of Gender, Race and Class*. In her service-learning calculus course, Teach and Learn Calculus, she partners with neighborhood high schools where her students tutor high school students in algebra and pre-calculus. Recently, she launched an Embedded Mini Boot Camps to identify and address in need of immediate remediation in her calculus sequence courses. She has created special online study modules which provide custom made remediation, promoting student success. She has been recognized for her commitment to her students with an Excellence in Teaching Award at Florida International University in 2000 and the MAA NY Metro Section Award for Distinguished Teaching in 2023.
Kenan Awards for Teaching Excellence

Pleasantville Kenan Award for Teaching Excellence

**Michele Lucille Lopez, DHEd**  
*Assistant Professor, Nursing*  
*College of Health Professions*

Professor Michelle Lucille Lopez is an alumnus of Pace University, having graduated from the nursing program in 1995. She joined Pace University in 2021 and teaches in the nursing program and has served as a nursing educator for more than 20 years. Her research is focused on understanding and promoting student success and improved patient outcomes. Professor Lopez provides a thoughtful and compassionate learning environment for her students. She uses a variety of teaching formats to reach and motivate students. She strives to ensure the teaching principles employed provide a safe arena for students to learn and grow.

Professor Lopez remains committed to the education and development of nurses and healthcare professionals. She serves as mentor for nursing students in the undergraduate nursing program and serves as an Honors College thesis advisor. As an active member of Pace, she demonstrates her commitment to the University and its students by serving on many committees, including the Anti-Racist Education Advisory Board, Health, Wellness, and Spiritual Committee, and the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee, among many others. She also volunteers at the medical reserve corps.

Professor Lopez is active with a number of global nursing and healthcare organizations. She was the keynote speaker at the 2023 Nursing World Conference in Boston, MA, and has presented at more than 10 conferences last year. She remains closely connected with the nurse education community with her research, article publications, and participation in industry events so that she is best positioned to align her students for success.
Teaching Excellence Award for Part-Time Faculty

James O'Sullivan  
*Adjunct Professor, Criminal Justice*  
*Dyson College of Arts and Sciences*

Professor O’Sullivan is a 25-year veteran of the New York City Police Department. He is a detective assigned to investigate terrorism within New York City and the surrounding areas. Having joined Pace in 2010, he teaches courses such as Introduction to Criminal Justice, Homeland Security Strategies, and Terrorism and Society.

O’Sullivan is also a member of ASIS International, where he has obtained the internationally recognized Certified Protection Professional certification.

James O’Sullivan earned his bachelor’s degree in criminal justice from Pace University in 1998 and his master’s degree in criminal justice leadership from St. John’s University in 2005.

Distinguished Professor

Nancy Reagin, PhD  
*Professor, History and Women’s and Gender Studies*  
*Dyson College of Arts and Sciences*

Professor Reagin’s career at Pace University spans over three decades, a period marked by great dedication to her students, outstanding scholarship, and exemplary service and leadership.

Since receiving her PhD in History from John Hopkins University and joining Pace University in 1990, Professor Reagin has made significant contributions to the academic community, shaping the trajectory of interdisciplinary studies and fostering a culture of innovation and collaboration. As a prominent faculty member in the Departments of History and Women’s and Gender Studies, Professor Reagin has consistently demonstrated a profound commitment to academic excellence and institutional advancement.

Professor Reagin also served as Interim Associate Provost for Academic Affairs from October 2017–January 2019. During that time, she coordinated a substantial revision of the academic scheduling process, which resulted in significant improvements in classroom utilization and course capacity.

Professor Reagin’s experience in pedagogy development and teaching has been recognized in teaching awards, including the Kenan Award for Teaching Excellence, the LGBTQ Educator of the Year Award, Pace’s Undergraduate Research Initiative Award, and two grants for curriculum development and student mentoring programs. Recently, Professor Reagin was granted Pace’s President’s Award for Scholarly Leave through the US Fulbright Program, spending the Spring 2024 semester in Romania studying gender in fascist movements, teaching a history course and a gender studies course, and consulting on curriculum.
The Presidential Lifetime Achievement Award is presented to the full-time faculty member who has demonstrated exemplary dedication to teaching, service, scholarship, a long-standing commitment to excellence in their discipline, and has made an indelible impact on Pace University.

Barbara Farrell, EdD, CPA
Professor, Accounting
Lubin School of Business

Professor Farrell's career at Pace began as an adjunct in 1980 while she simultaneously worked in public accounting and later in the private sector. She left the industry to join Pace as a full-time faculty member in 1983. Given her experience in auditing information systems, she taught a range of accounting classes, including the audit of information systems.

Professor Farrell has taught many students in the over forty-four years of her career at Pace. These students went on to be successful business people and have regularly returned to Pace to give back to the University. The EY Tutoring Lab, the EY Scholarship program, and the Deloitte Video Conference rooms in New York City and Pleasantville are just a few ways her former students have given back to the University.

Since 1983, she served as the faculty advisor to the Robert S. Pace Accounting Society and has served and chaired many committees, including the Budget Committee, the Curriculum Committee, and the Audit and Finance Committee of the Board of Trustees.

Professor Farrell earned her BBA/MBA from Pace University in 1978, passed the CPA exam in May 1978, and joined Touche Ross, NYC, in June 1978. In 1993, she went on to earn her EdD from Columbia University.
Barbara C. Salken Outstanding Professor of the Year Award

The Elisabeth Haub School of Law at Pace University Barbara C. Salken Outstanding Professor of the Year Award honors a professor(s) who displays incredible commitment and character to their students and has a keen interest in current events in the law and society.

Bridget J. Crawford
University Distinguished Professor
Elisabeth Haub School of Law at Pace University

Professor Bridget J. Crawford joined the Haub Law faculty in 2003 and teaches Federal Income Taxation; Estate and Gift Taxation; Wills, Trusts and Estates; Tax Policy; Corporations and Partnerships; and Feminist Legal Theory. From 2008 through 2012, she served as the Law School’s inaugural Associate Dean for Research and Faculty Development and served again in that role in 2014–2015. Prior to joining Haub Law, she practiced law at Milbank LLP.

Professor Crawford is a leading authority on taxation, wills and trusts, and feminist legal theory. She has published several books, book chapters, essays, and hundreds of law review articles in prestigious journals including the Washington University Law Review, The University of Chicago Legal Forum, Boston University Law Review, U.C. Davis Law Review, and Washington & Lee Law Review. She has also been published in specialty journals at Harvard, Yale, Columbia, the University of Pennsylvania, and the University of Michigan.

In 2021, Professor Crawford was named a Pace University Distinguished Professor, the highest honor the University can bestow upon a faculty member. She has received numerous awards for excellence in teaching at Haub Law, including Outstanding Professor of the Year 10 times.

Jared Hatcliffe
Adjunct Professor of Law
Elisabeth Haub School of Law at Pace University

Professor Jared Hatcliffe teaches trial advocacy and motion practice at Haub Law. As Senior Trial Counsel for the New York City Law Department, Professor Hatcliffe has tried hundreds of cases involving alleged police misconduct and brings a wealth of experience in trial training to his students.

Professor Hatcliffe also teaches at Stetson Law School and previously taught at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice. He is a moderator and instructor for the NYCLD’s Tort Division’s in-house trial training, has taught programs at the National Institute for Trial Advocacy for the past several years, and has given lectures on Trial Advocacy at St. Hugh’s College, Oxford University.

At Haub Law, Professor Hatcliffe is a dedicated, passionate, and compassion instructor who is always available to help students practice mock trials, ensure they understand the material, or to advise them on internship or job placements. He is co-creator of the Advocate’s Advantage, a blog that gives advocacy students a forum to publish articles at Haub Law. For his contributions, he has been recognized at the Haub Law School with the 2022 Loretta Musial Service Award and the 2022 Outstanding Adjunct Professor of the Year Award.
Barbara C. Salken Outstanding Professor of the Year Award

The Elisabeth Haub School of Law at Pace University Barbara C. Salken Outstanding Professor of the Year Award honors a professor(s) who displays incredible commitment and character to their students and has a keen interest in current events in the law and society.

Anton Pribysh
Adjunct Professor of Law
Elisabeth Haub School of Law at Pace University

Professor Anton Pribysh oversees the Barbara C. Salken Criminal Justice Clinic at Haub Law. In this role, he supervises law students handling all aspects of the representation of indigent clients charged with misdemeanor offenses in the Bronx County Criminal Court.

Professor Pribysh is a public defender currently practicing in the Bronx with the Criminal Defense Practice of the Legal Aid Society. He has represented indigent clients in New York for over a decade and is experienced in every aspect of felony and misdemeanor trial practice, including jury trials, bench trials, and suppression hearings. Prior to his career as a public defender, he was an associate with Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld in Washington, DC. There, his practice was involved government investigations, litigation, and immigration law.

At Haub Law, Professor Pribysh’s students regard him as incredibly smart, articulate, and patient. He has demonstrated a deep commitment to his students and the community at large, and—despite his busy schedule—gives of his time freely to ensure students understand complex legal concepts and have the guidance they need to succeed in both the classroom and courtroom.
The Trustee Award is presented to the graduating student or students whose positive contributions to University life and whose academic accomplishments exemplify the highest level of achievement attainable for an undergraduate.

New York City

During her time at Pace, Mikayla Meachem has distinguished herself as a gifted student with a strong commitment to advocacy and a steadfast dedication to justice.

In the classroom, Mikayla has demonstrated she is among Pace's brightest students. She's maintained an impressive 3.98 GPA while balancing two majors (Peace and Justice Studies and Women's and Gender Studies) alongside two minors (Criminal Justice and Non-Profit Studies). During her four years on campus, Mikayla has taken an active role in advocating for reproductive justice. Among other initiatives, she's presented on a campus-wide panel with faculty members on reproductive justice as a form of peacebuilding, as well as completing an extensive senior capstone titled Doula Activism: Navigating Social Justice in Harmful Systems. As her mentor Professor Emily Welty has noted, her enthusiasm and dedication has inspired many other students to follow her lead in advocacy within the Peace and Justice realm.

Mikayla has built an equally impressive resume outside the classroom, aligning her academic interests to create maximum impact. Last year, she was awarded a grant through the Office of the Provost's Undergraduate Student Faculty Research program and developed a project titled Centering Black Feminists in Post-Roe America. This impactful work was highlighted at the University’s Creative Inquiry day—and most notably—the National Fall 2023 Peace and Justice Association Conference held in Ames, Iowa. On campus, Mikayla has gotten involved in many extracurricular pursuits, including serving as the Student Research Director of the Reproductive and Sexual Health Promotion at Pace, as well as the social media manager for The Pace Press.

Mikayla has been a major voice at The Pace Press during her time as an undergraduate, having worked as a regular staff writer for the publication for the past four years.

Equally impressive has been Mikayla's contributions to reproductive justice through internships, volunteer work, and employment in the wider community. She has served as a development volunteer for the Birthworkers of Color Collective, where she has assisted with writing and editing grant proposals for doula training across the United States. Mikayla was also the development intern for SisterLove Inc., a nonprofit working on HIV, sexual and reproductive justice advocacy. Through her work with SisterLove, she was later hired as the organization’s Digital Marketing and Communications Researcher.

For exemplifying the core values of Opporunitas and Pace University, today we honor Mikayla Meachem with the 2024 Trustee Award.
The Trustee Award is presented to the graduating student or students whose positive contributions to University life and whose academic accomplishments exemplify the highest level of achievement attainable for an undergraduate.

Pleasantville

During his time at Pace University, Anthony Moreto has become the epitome of what it means to be a Pace Setter—serving the Pace Community through exemplary leadership, service, and academic excellence.

A Pforzheimer Honors College student who has earned a bachelor’s degree in finance, Anthony has balanced his exceptional academic pedigree with a steadfast commitment to leadership and service outside the classroom. As a model student at the Lubin School of Business, Anthony earned a 3.96 cumulative GPA while maintaining an active, visible role as a campus community leader.

One of the roles he’s most known for is the General Manager of Pace Perk Mart, the ever-popular convenience store at the heart of the Pleasantville Campus. Having initially served as the assistant finance manager tasked with cash and dining dollar accounting, Moreto worked his way up to the GM position, through which he has led a group of roughly a dozen student employees in all facets of business, from day-to-day operations to building a great company culture. The $150,000-per-year business has given Moreto invaluable real-world experience while enabling him to serve the Pace Community.

He’s also been instrumental to the increasing popularity of the Pace Pleasantville Investment Club; over the course of his time at Pace, Anthony has helped grow the club and strengthen its operations by instituting budgetary and management systems that have helped it become a major presence on campus. As President, Anthony has created numerous investment presentations, coordinated with major financial institutions such as J.P. Morgan and Morgan Stanley to organize events, and much more. He also served as the treasurer of the Pace University Programming Board, managing a budget of $55,000 per semester.

In the educational realm, Anthony has consistently pushed the boundaries of academic excellence. In addition to his near-perfect GPA, he recently successfully presented his Honors Thesis using CRSP returns data and Bloomberg ESG data for the companies of the S&P 500, and ran complex regressions to determine whether companies with higher ESG disclosure scores provide higher returns.

Despite his many commitments, he’s also always found time to nurture his love of the outdoors, serving as a volunteer at Pace’s Environmental Center.

For his commitment to Pace and his extraordinary accomplishments in leadership and academic achievement, it’s a pleasure to award Anthony Moreto the 2024 Trustee Award.
2024 Community Service Award

The Community Service Award is presented to the graduating student or students whose active contributions to the life of the University community and to the endeavors of our neighbors in the surrounding community most admirably embody an appreciation for the value of social responsibility.

New York City

During her time at Pace, Alicia Bennet’s tireless commitment to social responsibility and community service has made a tangible difference in improving the world around her.

Alicia has taken part in many programs at Pace. Most notably, she’s spent the last three years as an indispensable volunteer for the Parenting, Prison, and Pups (PPP) program—an evidence-based parenting curriculum that employs the use of therapy dogs to help incarcerated individuals develop and cultivate healthy bonds with their children.

Her unwavering commitment to service can be exemplified by the fact that as a New York City student, participation in this program required Alicia to wake up at 5:00 a.m. to take multiple trains to the Westchester County Department of Corrections several times per week. As her mentor, Dyson Professor Kimberly Collica-Cox, PhD, has observed that Alicia has truly excelled in what can be a challenging environment. Says Collica-Cox, “Working at the jail is difficult—rules, regulations, and policies can be daunting, but Ms. Bennet does this so pleasantly and gracefully. She truly gives herself to the clients we serve. She does all this while successfully juggling her academics and paid employment.”

In addition to the Parenting, Prisons, and Pups program, Alicia served as a research assistant for myriad related initiatives, including Puppies on the Block, a puppy fostering program for incarcerated MICA (Mentally Ill Chemically Addicted) clients; Peace Within, a trauma-based yoga program for incarcerated men and women; and the Medical Assistance Treatment program, which works with incarcerated clients seeking treatment for opioid and alcohol disorders.

While at Pace, Alicia has excelled in the classroom and then some. For the past three years she’s been a volunteer teaching assistant for the criminal justice department’s Inside Out course, through which incarcerated students take a class with Pace students. Her role in this course has been instrumental, mentoring and assisting both sets of students. Her experiences have also enabled her to make impressive strides in research; she’s already co-authored two peer-reviewed journal articles, and last fall presented alongside Professor Collica-Cox at the National Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences’ (ACJS) Conference, one of only two national organizations for criminal justice research.

For exemplifying the core values of Opporuniitas and Pace University, today we honor Alicia Bennet with the 2024 Community Service Award.
The Community Service Award is presented to the graduating student or students whose active contributions to the life of the University community and to the endeavors of our neighbors in the surrounding community most admirably embody an appreciation for the value of social responsibility.

Pleasantville

Olivia Burnett has made a significant impact while at Pace. Earning a bachelor’s degree in health science with a concentration in global health, Olivia has excelled admirably in the classroom, establishing herself as a high-achieving student at Pace. Yet, it is her commitment to service that has demonstrated that a well-rounded Pace education is not solely confined to the classroom.

Growing up in Schenectady, New York, Olivia witnessed first-hand how families and communities can struggle with food insecurity and related issues. She became heavily involved in community groups to address problems such as lack of food, the loneliness epidemic affecting older communities, and the cycle of violence that affects communities which have been historically disinvested in.

At Pace, she noticed that while students did not have to contend with many issues that she observed growing up, food insecurity remained an issue. She thus got deeply engaged with Pace Market and the Mobile Food Pantry, which provide access to a variety of foods, dry goods, and prepackaged meals for food insecure students. Her work involved sorting donations from local suppliers and non-profits, conducting extensive outreach and research to best ensure that anyone on campus who needed food had access, and creating and administering surveys to provide greater insights into food insecurity.

In short, she became an incredibly important advocate and resource on campus. Off campus, Olivia found time to volunteer at the Deacon Jack Seymore Food Pantry, which provides emergency food assistance in the Newburgh area through a grocery and weekend backpack program for children.

In the classroom, Olivia has been an exemplary student, where she has further strengthened her passion and understanding of global health, social equity, and patient access in healthcare. She's gone above and beyond the traditional classroom experience by conducting research on a number of topics, including examining the Effects of Discrimination on Black Women's Mental Health and their Future Plans and the Role of the Pholela Clinic in the Evolution of Community Based Health in South Africa—thus advancing important conversations in areas where she hopes to make a great impact.

In addition to her work with Pace Market and volunteer initiatives, Olivia boasts an impressive extracurricular resume; she's a member of the Gamma Sigma National Service Sorority, a student member of the Pace chapter of the NYS Public Health Association, and has taken on leadership roles as a member of the Pride Club.

For exemplifying the core values of Opportunitas and Pace University, today we honor Olivia Burnett with the 2024 Community Service Award.
The Elisabeth Haub School of Law Dean’s Award is presented to graduating full-time, part-time, and LLM students who best demonstrates academic excellence, leadership, and service to the law school and community.

**Amanda Paige Dinkin, JD**
Amanda Dinkin has been an exemplary student leader during her time at the Elisabeth Haub School of Law, demonstrating outstanding commitment to academic excellence, public service, community spirit, diversity, equity, and inclusion.

In her role as Vice President of Haub Law’s Student Bar Association (SBA) during her 3L year and SBA Historian since her 1L year, Amanda has played a significant role in leading programs and initiatives that benefit the student body. She also served as President of the Law School’s Jewish Law Students Association (JLSA) and, in this role, has made exemplary contributions to bring diverse members of the law school community together in unity during an especially challenging year. Recognized for her top-academic performance during her law school career, Amanda was selected as a Dean’s Scholar and provided supplemental review sessions and mentorship to first-year students.

At Haub Law, Amanda participated in the Amelia A. Gould Representation in Mediation Clinic, providing representation to pro bono or pro se clients throughout the mediation process. She also served as a board member for Haub Law’s Advocacy Program and was responsible for organizing several prestigious moot court and mock trial competitions at the Law School. Additionally, she competed in numerous moot court competitions regionally and nationally with stellar results, most recently ranking on the National Top 10 Advocates List.

During her time at Haub Law, Amanda served as Haub Law’s American Bar Association Student Representative and, in this role, advocated for policy resolutions that impact law students nationwide. In the Law Student Division, Amanda was part of a group that voted to approve a resolution encouraging law firms to take a more holistic approach to hiring law students and look beyond grades and class rank. The American Bar Association House of Delegates adopted this resolution in its entirety.

For her demonstrated academic excellence, leadership, and service to the law school and the broader legal community, the Elisabeth Haub School of Law honors Amanda Dinkin with the 2024 Dean’s Award.

**Ellie Holleran Taranto, Flex JD**
Ellie Taranto has contributed in meaningful ways as a student of the Elisabeth Haub School of Law, demonstrating outstanding commitment to academic excellence, leadership, integrity, and compassion for her fellow peers.

As a part-time Flex JD student, Ellie has balanced the pressing demands of full-time work as a paralegal and family responsibilities with her rigorous studies, remarkably achieving Dean's List status consistently throughout her four years at Haub Law. Recognized for this exceptional performance as an upper-level student, Ellie was selected as a Dean’s Scholar for multiple doctrinal subjects and provided supplemental review sessions and mentorship to first-year students during her last three years of law school.

Ellie has been an active and engaged member of the student body participating in activities—both academic and extracurricular—to enrich her experience and the experience of her peers. In addition to completing an externship in corporate law, Ellie served as the Executive Promotions Editor for the *Pace Law Review* (PLR) and played a lead role in organizing the 2024 PLR Symposium.

Ellie was also Vice President of Haub Law’s Working Student Association, helping to create a supportive community and beneficial opportunities for working students with unique needs such as hers. She is a respected leader and mentor among her fellow peers, serving as a member of the Honor Board and as a Peer Leader.

For her demonstrated academic excellence, leadership, and exemplary service to the law school, the Elisabeth Haub School of Law honors Ellie Taranto with the 2024 Dean’s Award.
2024 Elisabeth Haub School of Law Dean’s Award

The Elisabeth Haub School of Law Dean’s Award is presented to graduating full-time, part-time, and LLM students who best demonstrates academic excellence, leadership, and service to the law school and community.

Isabella Mazzei, LLM

Isabella has made exceptional contributions as a graduate student at the Elisabeth Haub School of Law, demonstrating outstanding commitment to academic excellence, scholarship, and the pursuit of knowledge and service in the field of environmental law.

Isabella previously interned in several positions in Geneva, London, and Luxembourg before coming to Haub Law to pursue an LLM in Environmental Law. A native of Switzerland, and of Italian and Guatemalan decent, she is fluent in four languages. She holds a LLB from Queen Mary University in London and a master's in international business law from the University of Paris I: Panthéon-Sorbonne.

Isabella has been an active and engaged member of the law school student body, including as a member of the Environmental Law Society. In this capacity, she organized an informative panel for students focusing on outcomes from the COP 28 United National Climate Change Conference. She received second place in the 2023–2024 John R. Nolon Student Writing Competition for her Guided Research paper *Arbitrators of Environmental Disputes: The Guardians of Natural Resources*, which she presented at the 2024 Pace Environmental Law Review Symposium. Her article will be published in a forthcoming issue of Law Review.

In her spare time, Isabella has represented Haub Law at legal professional events in the region to further her knowledge and networks outside of law school. As a research volunteer working remotely in a virtual situation room during COP 28, she supported Legal Response International (LRI)—an NGO that assists developing countries during the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) negotiations—by responding to questions posed by developing countries.

For her outstanding academic excellence and contributions to the law school and legal community, the Elisabeth Haub School of Law honors Isabella Mazzei with the 2024 Dean’s Award.
2024 Student Awards
New York City Campus

Trustee Award
The Trustee Award is presented to the graduating student or students whose positive contributions to University life and whose academic accomplishments exemplify the highest level of achievement attainable for an undergraduate.

Mikayla Meachem
Dyson College of Arts and Sciences

Community Service Award
The Community Service Award is presented to the graduating student or students whose active contributions to the life of the University community and to the endeavors of our neighbors in the surrounding community most admirably embody an appreciation for the value of social responsibility.

Alicia Bennett
Dyson College of Arts and Sciences

Scholastic Achievement Awards
Pace University acknowledges these students for their excellence in scholarship, effectiveness in class discussion, research, and outstanding performance in a baccalaureate degree program.

College of Health Professions.................................................................Tianna Felder
Dyson College of Arts and Sciences......................................................Gianna Sarah Sparacino
Lubin School of Business........................................................................Amir Mujovic
Sands College of Performing Arts.........................................................Skye Alyssa Friedman
School of Education..............................................................................Emily Faith Ambler
Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems........Joseph Judah Paradiso

Henry Birnbaum Endowed Scholastic Achievement Award
The Henry Birnbaum Endowed Scholastic Achievement Award is presented to the full-time undergraduate or graduate student or students on the New York City Campus who have demonstrated outstanding academic achievement.

Grace Ramey
College of Health Professions
2024 Student Awards
Pleasantville Campus

**Trustee Award**

*The Trustee Award is presented to the graduating student or students whose positive contributions to University life and whose academic accomplishments exemplify the highest level of achievement attainable for an undergraduate.*

Anthony Moreto
Lubin School of Business

**Community Service Award**

*The Community Service Award is presented to the graduating student or students whose active contributions to the life of the University community and to the endeavors of our neighbors in the surrounding community most admirably embody an appreciation for the value of social responsibility.*

Olivia Burnett
College of Health Professionals

**The Charles H. Dyson Award**

*The Charles H. Dyson Award is presented to the outstanding member of the Society of Fellows of Dyson College.*

James C. Kennedy
Dyson College of Arts and Sciences

**Scholastic Achievement Awards**

*Pace University acknowledges these students for their excellence in scholarship, effectiveness in class discussion, research, and outstanding performance in a baccalaureate degree program.*

College of Health Professions

- Health Science.................................................................Lauren Pizzella
- Lienhard School of Nursing......................................................Sarah M. Castro

Dyson College of Arts and Sciences.............................................Nicolina Gabriella Barone

Lubin School of Business...........................................................Paul J. Cimicata

School of Education......................................................................Dean Joseph Santorelli

Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems...........Erin Sorbella
2024 Graduate Student Awards

Outstanding Students of the Year

The Outstanding Student of the Year award is presented in recognition of scholarship and exceptional dedication to the ideals of their school.

College of Health Professions

For Excellence in the Communication Sciences and Disorders Program............Nicolete Rose Freeman
For excellence in the Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing program................Nicole Amanquanor
For Excellence in the Nursing Program..................................................Oz Menachem Hasis
For Excellence in the Nutrition and Dietetics Program..............................Vida Velasco-Popov
For Excellence in the Occupational Therapy Program..............................Michaela Knight
For Excellence in the Physician Assistant Program.................................Daniella Fair

Dyson College of Arts and Sciences.......................................................Maxwell Jordan Ankani
Dara Potts
Elizabeth Ann Vinson

Lubin School of Business

For Excellence in the Doctoral Program..................................................Gail L. Yosh
For Excellence in the Master’s Program...................................................Krisha Jiten Dadia

Sands College of Performing Arts............................................................Donovan Fowler

School of Education.....................................................................................Mary Ellen Jack
Alexis Danielle Pazmino

Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems

For Excellence in the Doctoral Program....................................................Paxton J. Lewis
For Excellence in the Master’s Program....................................................Thomas William Cookson
Darsh Hiteshkumar Joshi

Elisabeth Haub School of Law Dean's Award

The Elisabeth Haub School of Law Dean’s Award is presented to the graduating students who best demonstrates academic excellence, leadership, and service to the law school and community.

Amanda Paige Dinkin
Ellie Holleran Taranto
Isabella Mazzei
Elisabeth Haub School of Law
Elisabeth Haub School of Law
Elizabeth School of Law
New York City Campus
2024 Undergraduate Candidates for Degrees

College of Health Professions
Presented by Marcus C. Tye, PhD, Dean

Bachelor of Science

Yasmin Alwini  Kareem Graham  Eliana Millstone
Diamond Carmen Anderson  Jared Grant  Gabriella Morozov
Janelle J. Andes  Diana Grinberg†  Nicholas Moskowsi
Nicole J. Artooglou  Jena R. Guilfoyle  Altana Mujevic+
Alexander Bao  Elsa Guzja  Grace K. Nardiello
Leah A. Bautista  Anya Cindy Hacene  Rebecca S. Nischel
Tamar S. Beylerian  Salma Hachicanoy  Megan C. O’Hanlon
Dominika Bielak  Rich Hall  Kayla O’Hara
Flo Brizeus  Danielle Marie Hanson  Caitlin Orlando+
Xhesika Buzhiqi  Leora Haviv  Isabella Paleka
Karen Canas Kuznetzow  Ashalee Hinds  Anjoli Persaud
Flora N. Capolino  Annie Hong*  Nadeela Persaud
Kirsten E. Carmody  Emma R. Hsu  Carla M. Pierre Louis
Tommy Cartaya  Qun Huang  Natalie J. Plehstty
Kasey Chan  Mikayla Jillian Iezzoni†  Kirk S. Polius
Emily Chen  Alexia Insinga  Raphael J. Rios
Shirly Chen  Danielle Crystal James+  Kathryn R. Roberts
Jayna M. Correale  Harpreet Kaur  Vincent Roberts
Mariam D. Coulibaly  Diana Fazina Khan  Samia M. Robinson
Kelly A. Cruz Mora+  Brianna Kohler  Melissa Jade Rodriguez††
Marcia S. Darbeau+  Bianca Alessandra Lavi††  Meghan T. Sackman
Yesselith Duran  Ching F. Lee  Gina M. Santoro
Jillian L. Fabbro  Seung K. Lee  Sarah Schmid
Fe Eliza Fainsan  Myrna Leriche*  Fatima Sow
Mikayla E. Fauder  Jiawei Liang  Jessica Lynn Steiner
Tianna C. Felder  Hollis Lorber  Tasia Tchirikishvili
Tiara Ka’sheea Felder  Anjienna Lowtan**  Shamari A. Toyloy
Xinyi Feng  Yana Lytvyv  Nisha Melissa Troupe**
Nina Rose Froio  Guymara Manigat  Dorcas C. Ugochukwu
Logan S. Gillen  Maria E. Martello  Yocelin Vasquez
Betoul Girgis  Christina Mathew*  Kaitlyn Wahl
Emina Gjokaj  James V. McGill***  Iqra Yaseen
Hakeem E. Gordon  Kevin E. Mendez  Sally Zheng
Caitlin A. Gottwald  Betsaleel Merise

Dyson College of Arts and Sciences
Presented by Tresmaine R. Grimes, PhD, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Zoe Adams*  Katherine Alvarado*  Hannah Esther Azize
Christina M. Afflittot**  Alexandria N. Anderson  Karolina Grace Bacher††
Gabriella Julian Alarcon  Aleem Anwar Sr.  Erald Baha
Emily Jennings Alt**  Gabriella Asmat  Victoria Danielle Bahary+
Ninamari Altieri**  Olivia Eleni Evangelia Athan+  Axel Bahr††

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024. Honors Code: ** summa cum laude; * magna cum laude; † cum laude; †† with distinction; †† Pforzheimer Honors College; † veteran. (Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)
Bachelor of Arts (continued)

Jason Dean Baker**
Aryaman Barar
Talulah Mei Barni*
Victoria Frances Baroody+
Anna Frances Bassman
Isabella Teresa Battalini
Olivia Paige Bellusci**
Skylar Ellie Benitez*
Ramsey Bennani
Alicia Victoria Bennett*
Hanna Hayet Bensalem*
Jessica Marie Bernales★
Taina Soleil Berrios**
Olenka Besaga**
Asiana B. Billie
Emma Lynn Bissonette
Elida Camila Blanco-Buiron+
Jaiden Alexis Blanks*
Hannah Lucia Soledad Boyd+
Katelyn Noel Brannely
Brooke Margaret Brassell**\(\)
Maya Angela Brecher*
Carrie-Tien Brown
Sydni Madeleine Brown
Zyari Brown
Nora Broyles+
Danielle Brusco
Diamond Alise Bryant**
Alejandro Gregory Bullis-Martinez
Tiersen Rose Byrne*
Alexandra Marie Cacace*
Cathryn Dana Caldarola*
Hunter Caroline Caldwell
Emily Marie Campbell*
Natalie Marie Cappetta*
Gianna Victoria Carbone
Mariel Therese Carin
Vanessa Judith Carlson**
Kendall Patricia Carney*
Amanda Elizabeth Carr**\(\)
Ethan Wyeth Carter
Jenna Karolyn Caruso*
Cara Rose Cashman+
Leila Saydee Chabih**\(\)
Aashna Chandan**
Javairia Amber Chaudhry
Justine Demi Checo**
Ashley Ling Chen
Ive Chowdhury*
Audrey Christian
Sara Cimmino
Karina Ciriac
Crystal Marie Clase
Suzyh Taylor Cohen
Miguel Andres Coira
Quinten Edward Coleman Sr.*
Mathilde Tigre Collins*
Nasir Gerard Colwell
Michael Joseph Conrad+
Kiana Leah Conyers
Macey Quinn Cooper**
Isabel Makya Corneille
Maureen Brigid Corrigan**\(\)
Etana Ariel Crawford
Kevin Tomas Cruz
Natalia Abigail Cruz*
Taiya K. Curcio**
Dante Dion Dallago**\(\)
Emily Rose Davis*
Chelsea Rose Davis**
Kile Baxter Davis*
Carole Noel De La Fuente
Miranda E. Debnar*
Molly Catherine DeCastro+
Grace Delre
Kevin William Denza
Feven Dereje
Amanda Diniz**
Lily Grace Seiden Doherty*
Elizabeth Madison Donahue+
William Jeffrey Donahue**
Shida Dong+
Kimberly Dortz
Elizabeth Jennifer Dosman
Misaki C Dreispan
Anna Elizabeth Drury*
Ashley Jean Duignan**
Kyla A. Eastman**\(\)
Victoria Aileen Edwards
Kaitlyn Noel Elmdorf**
Mariam Hoda Elzoghby**
Sofia Erregruenera*
Joseph Glen Esposito
Natalie Estrella
Arin Yousef Farag*
Mollie N. Feerick
Gabriella Nicole Felici*
Juliette Feliciano*
Madeline Grace Ferrara*
Arianna Cynthia Ferreira**
Kelly Filipczuk**\(\)
Barbara Finkenstaedt*
Grace Ann Finucan*
Rachel Elizabeth Fiorito**\(\)
Leighton Kathryn Fisch
Brooklyn Faith Flick*
Felicity Roxaileen Flores-Drew**
Madeleine D Florio**\(\)
Chantalle Fontaina
Ethan Fox*
Shania Alexandria Foy**\(\)
Yereimi Ariany Francisco Parra
Chloe May Fuller
John Joseph Fusco*
Wenyu Gao
Kassandra Marie Garcia
Katherine Garcia*
Khayam Garcia
Giselle Loren Garriga**
Graceyn Elizabeth Garza*\(\)
Brooke Nicole Gebo
Lara Gedeon**
Ashley Janet Geiser**
Victor Christopher Geraci**
Jacqueline Emily Gershman
Shahab Gharib\(\)
Stefanie Dimitri Giacoumopoulos+
Julia Ashley Gillman
Ethan Stuart Goldberg
Gavriella Elena Cereno Lesser Gonzalez*
Madison Lee Gonzalez
Rebecca C. Gonzalez
Veda Goradia*
Dania Ashanti Gordon*
Marketa Ashley Grant
Alexandra Brianna Granvil
Isabella Graziano*
Justin Michael Greco**
Nicholas M. Green**
Faith Margaret Gregory**
Raquel Sandra Grimberg**\(\)
Jah Samuel Guillermo**\(\)
Shaneli Shakur Guifield
Vihara Janni Gunawardana*
Annabelle Howe Gustafson
Dylan Javier Gutierrez
Christina M. Guy
Sabrina Lara Hallivis
Abigail E. Harris
Carter Dane Haskins**\(\)
Sarah Elizabeth Hawthorne
Katie Patricia Healy+
William Stephen Helms*
John Ryan Henshaw
Brena Misaya Hernandez**
Elizabeth Christine Hernandez
Margaret Elizabeth Herr*
Nora Hidra**
Anna Christine Hilburn
Kimane L Hill
Kathryn Elizabeth Hine**
Antje-anniek Hipkins**\(\)
Campbell Josie Hodges*
Alyssa Belle Hollister
Nina Lee Hook**\(\)
Jalyn Ruth Horn\(\)
Krystal Hsu*
Kristopher James Huderski
Jacqueline Marie Hunt**
Elizabeth Victoria Hursh
Michael Forbes lasalvatore*
Octavio Iglesias
Leanna Rita Ingravallo*\(\)
Colton J. Iredale
Andie Marissa Ironside**\(\)
Aman Islam*
Juliana Grace James

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024. Honors Code: ** summa cum laude; * magna cum laude; \(\) cum laude; + with distinction; \(\) Pforzheimer Honors College; ★ veteran. (Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)
Bachelor of Arts (continued)

Laura Jane Jeraci
Ava S. Johnson+
Gillian Y. Johnson
Chelsea Catherine Jones
Kristianna H. Jordan
Mackenzie Jae Katz•
Erin Morgan Keane
Tia M. Keegan
Jacqueline Renee Keesee
Omobolade Deborah Kehnny
Julia Raquel Kennedy**◊
Patrick Andrew Kennedy*
Tomasso Matteo Keogh*
Darlene K. Kessie*
Helmi Saed Kehnny

Anastasia Elizabeth Khanukov**◊
George Khushashvili*
Ki young Kim
Jacob Charles King
Drew Hunter Knotts*
Griffin Wyatt Lalli**◊
Sofia Maria Lambert*
Marcella Daniella Land*a
Katherine Grace LaPierre+
Luke Aaron LaRiviere
Mia Henningsen Lastrella*
Mark Anthony LaZarde
Joon Ho Lee
Mary Elise Leer**◊
Nicole Grace Leonard**
Isabella Clare Levin**
Michelle Renee Lewis
Hanyu Li**
Shaqing Liao
Marina Liarte*
Jaylyn Elizabeth-Rose Liggett*
David Adam Lindsay
Erin Elizabeth Lindsey**
Daniel Joseph Lopez
Zachary Thomas Low
Jiajun Lu
Hannah Catherine Lumi I
Ke Luo
Hermine Tracy Maah+
Len Bibiana MacDonald*
Franz Patrick Timcang Magnayon*
RoseAnne Molly Maguire
Marina Makrygeorgou
Mariela Mariano Alejo
Helen Markgul
Mya Nicole Marshall**◊
Ashley Martin Barrera+
Cambria Kyllinn Martin*
Benjamin Andre Mateo*
Lily Mazzio+
Carmel McAuliffe
Elizabeth Ann McCamny
Mya Simone McCoyver*

Leah Ashley McDonnell*
Isabel McGarty Dirks*
Ethan Nikolai McKellar*
Gyesenia Alexandra McKenzie
Thomas Andrew McVey
Mikayla Elizabeth Meachem**
Nicholas Andrew Merola
Carter Reed Miades*
Krissadele Azmi Michael•
Kelliam A. Miles*
Emily Alexandra Miller•
Julia Anne Miller*
Mercedez Miller•
Emma Millington•
Amanda Mingione*
Emma Christine Miovski**◊
Ashley Katie Miranda
Gracelynn Amyrell Molokwu
Kyle Thomas Moon
McKenna Paige Moore**◊
Jaden Francis Morello
Melissa Hope Morrarty
Tsvilia Morris
Julia Ann Morrison**◊
Ashley Mary Morrissey+
Aryaa Moudgal•
Chandler Murphy◊
Nathan Murray•
Valory Gwen Myers
Arthur Adrian Pierre Nagels
Omar Nahas
Abibatou Ndiaye*
Deandre Nelson*
Alyssa Ney*
Solika Nhean
Lucy Paige Niederan*
John Arthur Niemczyck**
Katelyn M. Nolan+
Francesca Camille O’Byrne
Jordan Riley O’Connell*
Arnold Okeye
Maya J. Olcswary
Thiago Oliveira Loureiro
Alannah Ciera Oliver-Foster•
Selvyn Jesse Oreiliana•
Abigail Rose Orkin**◊
Chloe Ariell Ortega•
Alexis Paolino**
Michael Papayianis**
Shaina R. Parker
Syndee Shanti Pasala•
Francisco C. Passade
Paige Summer Pattison
Madison L. Peluso+
Jackson Perdue*
Lauren Amelia Perez
Samuel Levi Pernen
Emma Grace Perry**◊
Ashley A. Persaud+
Lana Rose Peterson
Tessa Phillips**
Sophia Elizabeth Plouffe**◊
Amanda Pocek
Nola Evelyn Powell**
Daviana Chidima Anika Unique Prescott
Erin Kelly Quinn**
Alan Gabriel Quinones
Joshua Perry Rabin•
Jenna Rapsis**
Isabella Ava Recine*
Katrina Lynn Reed**
Aniah Emily Racquel Reid
Julia Brynne Richter•
Carmen Rai Ridley
Tatiany Rivera
Hannah Rose Rodgers*
Keila Yadsuel Rodriguez
Andrea Veronica Rosado Moreno*
Julia K. Rosum
Gabriella Maria Ruiz
Katelyn Paige Sager•
Antonio Paolo Salimen•
Megan Elizabeth Felicia Sanchez**
Mackenzie Drae Sandberg+
Ysabelle Santos**
Mary Su-Jin Sarantakes
Can Suayip Sark
Noah Matthew Sasaki**
Emily Marie Savona+
Anthony Joseph Scala**◊
Hannah EJ Scelzo
Zoe Olivia Schuman
Anne E. Schwanke•
Isabella Seepersaud
Elizabeth Amber Serrano*
Rachel M. Serwin**◊
Emily Anne Shaffer**
Saloni Shah•*
Yana Shah•*
Danielle Lee Sharpe•
Jayrene Luzille Shaw**◊
Thomas Shen*
Audrey Grace Shepherd*
Rebekah Mary Sheridan Gasaway
Neil Kanthaprasad Shrestha
Jacqueline Shtamler*
Nino Sidamonidze+
Elena Sierzchula◊
Nyssa Juliana Silva*
Maite Marceli Silva Panhan+
Kevin Taylor Simons II*
Tyne Shaw Skelton*
Suzanne Marie Smith◊
Kelly Ann Stephen◊
Natalia Solis Chapuy•
Ariana Solis Davila*
Gianna Sarah Sparacino**◊
Stephanie Spariosu

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024. Honors Code: ** summa cum laude; * magna cum laude; • cum laude; + with distinction; ◊ Pforzheimer Honors College; ✯ veteran. (Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)
### Bachelor of Arts (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Honors Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grace Olivia Spath*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank V. Spinelli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Rachel Spitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah M. Stanton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Nicole Stanton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Martina Steinger**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deric Jarahn Stokes*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhirui Su</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Fernanda Tablada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Frederick Tashjy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amara Kayli Tibbitts*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy P. Toth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janssen Elliot Transier*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia A. Traub**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noelle Leiliani Trinidad*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonina Rose Tudisco*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poonam R. Tumuluri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriela Nicole Valerde Alvarado+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ava Grace Varano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katerinne Vargas+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Augusto Vasquez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Michael Velez+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Douglas Veling*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Renee Viar*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Elizabeth Waddell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Nicole Waddleton*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise Olive Wandasforde*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaya Jade Washington*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith K. Washington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrienne AJ Weiss**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda R. Weiss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Weng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily L. Wernick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loren Anne White+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Whitehill+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Lesley Williams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Michael Wingender*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Wisdom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belle Yaakoby*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naiya Yeashoua**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Zhang**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaolong Zheng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Henryka Zmijewski+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalina Mikel Walaski**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Fine Arts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Ester Azrad**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Joseph Bennardo*◊</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mari Renae Burg*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Micah Cann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Paige Cazell**◊</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Richard Kesin-Good*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Gray Lawrence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Rae Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildred Stephany Martinez**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Vincent Salerno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Henry Segal*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Jasmin Viguera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alessandra Carlene Arnoldi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaelin Danae Arthur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nirvaan Bafna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Victoria Bennett*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Shelby Bogad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audrey Marie Booth*◊</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Anthony Boumoussa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javena E. Brown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Marie Cacace*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahya Ahmed Chkhachek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Chu*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preston Kim Chung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anahy Claudio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael J. Courtney</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia Abigail Cruz*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saumya Jaysinh Dave</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felicity Mary Doran-Cressman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Chase Fackovec**◊</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaisha Ferez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoubeida Fliesen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Fuks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karan Vinodkumar Gaikwad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Gaspar*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayden Haddock*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Harari*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miriam Hatten*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Hemmings-Larin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Brianne Hernandez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daphne Hernandez**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica H. Higgins*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldie Hutchful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tay' Von Jackson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karina Marie Johnson-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasmeen Mohamed Kamel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret A. Kelly**◊</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergei Kondratyev+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aislynn Ava Kostandini</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silouani Kostits-Pasiali**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Michael Kurtin*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Jarrett Kwassman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myriam Lacrete-Sacke*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffery Li</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Rodrigues Lima*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Rayne Lucas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clement Lui</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Isabella Mannino**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francesca Gianna Marchese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rick Vsean Maxis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlyn Marie Mcnutt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Daniel Miller VI*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qiongchan Mu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Marie Murray*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Musovic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yash Valibhai Navadiya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quang Huy Nguyen**◊</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen Maoly Ojeda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Pavlovskai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Andres Pedroza Ceron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Kristina Pereira</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofia Morgan Perez**◊</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaelle Naika Pierre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Michael Rafaniello</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadam Rahman**◊</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Rakka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Santana Rauch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Martin Rivera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Marie Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarah Jayden Roller*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Corinne Saggese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komal Saini</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatiana Liz Santiago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diego Allen Sears</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiba Siddi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nirvana Ashana Singh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Jessenia Silnokska</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Sung*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minh Duc Tran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxine Ryan Uebelacker*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Michael Ulltto*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Owen Vantongeren</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Dylan Vergara**◊</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachael Yu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Yudin*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024. Honors Code: ** summa cum laude; * magna cum laude; + cum laude; + with distinction; ◊ Pforzheimer Honors College; ◯ veteran. (Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)
Associate in Arts
Paula Auriemma
Reza Haroon
Annette Morel
Noelia Navarro
Roberto Tomala
Casey Jane Young

Lubin School of Business
Presented by Lawrence G. Singleton, PhD, Dean

Bachelor of Business Administration
Mohammad Abdullah
Maximillian Christopher Abrams
Madison Lynn Adams
Gabrielle B. Adu
Arcin Josiah Aguilar
Khyla Jhoy Ciabo Aguirre
Minal Ahmar
Nazifa Ahmed
Jasmine Ebiye Alagoa
Fahad Saud Z. Alenezi
Revidlo Henry Alphonso
Amanda Loretta Anthenelli
Brianny Luz Aquino
Jasmine Reine Aranda
Marie Florence Frederique Avellaneda
Brittney Paige Azzara
Juliana Rose Azzarita
Michael Badman
Liam Chase Baradzi
Aryaman Barar
Odie Victorine Monique Bardon
Ruksy Keau Barthelus
Nour Bashir
Nasha Kamila Basyah
Daniela Ines Batista
Paola Beber Sanches
Isabel Jane Beckner
Diane Bednar
Patrick Joseph Beebe
Angelina Lois Bellucci
Antoinette Emily Bercarich
Alexis Berg
Mona P. Berry
Ngono Ariane Bianda
Lounora Biga
Egor Bochkarev
Kasey Alexis Boschi
Amit Bousanni
Morgan Paige Brandt
Sebastien Brennan
Daniela Michelle Brunell Trevino
Lillian Judith Buckley
Briana Carolina Caceres
Daniel Esau Canales
Ava G. Cantu
Jessica Capezone
Maryely Caraballo
Elisa Caran
Liam M. Carmichael
Robin P. Casper
Andreea Cristina Catrinescu
Luke Philip Ceccon
Darlene J. Cepeda
Christopher C. Cerra
Tom Chamfroy
Kaden Chan
Rafea Saeed Chaudhry
Lilou Tina Chaulet
Roy Chen
Alexandra Rosaria Chiame
Michele Chiaramonte
Kathryn Ruijuan Chu
Tess Ashby Clement
Fatima Mariana Codas
Danielle Colburn
Bryan James Comandini
Sasha Conrad
Alison Lynn Coombs
Manuel Alejandro Corona
Frank Richard Costello
Isabella Cuomo
Cameron Lewis Curry
Nicole Fu Hui Curtis
Daren Damai
Christian William D'Amora
Hoang Ngoc Tran Dang
Roza Danilov
Ralph A. D'Antonio III
Maria del Pilar Dasso
Chesn Rose DeCuffa
Jillian Dellabave
Alice Pauline Antonia Delore
Javier Clemente Diaz Gonzalez
Jayla Nichole Dismukes
Francis Joseph Dito III
Sasha S. Doe
Joy Lindsay Donaghey
Devkumar Jitendrakumar Donda
Maxine Louise Doner
Caitlin Ann Douglas
Jillian Katelyn Dowd
Sarah Elizabeth Drayer
Erick Donnelly Drumm
Carl Ramzi Durra
Ryan William Dwinells
Pia Barbara Victor Eid
Maria Sebrani Enstroem
Joseph Robert Esner
Bryce Anthony Farris
Dennis Fedoriv
Mari Gabrielle Fernando Feliciano
Zachary Robert FitzGerald
Angelina Jolene Flaherty
Isabella Fortich
Charles A. Fries
Zackary Fridlin
Angelina Nicole Galvis
Victoria Molly Garbuz
Max Garcia Rico
Savannah Kate Garrison
Micaela N. Gill
Josephine Elizabeth Giorgio
Lyndsey Rose Giuffrida
Matthew Ryan Greaney
Andreas Elias Gritsipis
Evelyn Guillerme-Martinez
Torey Kathryn Olivia Guimaraes
Danielle Lynn Gunderson
Maegan Marie Guzman
Brooke Elizabeth Hallihan
Rachel Eleanor Hanna
Alexander Michael Harrington
Jalynn Alanné Hayman
Miranda Hernandez
Mercedes Spirit Herrera
Skyler Louise Heyden
Ellie Adalene Horensky
Yixian Huang
Yulin Huang
Chloe Athena Hudelet
Sara Ann Hudson
Alexander Huyhn
Vinh Thach Bao Huyhn
Christopher Michael Ioannou
Harry John Ioannou
Alessandra Ippolito
Maciej Mark Jablonowski
Katherine G. Jacobs
Brynn Audrienne Jacoby
Janina Hammer
Kaytie Ariana Jimenez
Angelina Mae Johnson
Madalyn Ann Johnston
Maeve Kathryn Jordan
Sydney Elizabeth Jordan

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024.
Honors Code: ** summa cum laude; * magna cum laude; + cum laude; + with distinction; ♦ Pforzheimer Honors College; ♠ veteran.
(Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)
Bachelor of Business Administration (continued)

Muhammed Kadooglu
Gurjot Singh Kakar
Cristina Marie Kalb*
Kameron Kamel
Ashvin Sugun Kapoor◊
Ameera Linah Karim*
Kamil Karter
Jasmeen Kaur
Kayla Killaway
Paul J. Kelly
Ellen Sojin Kim
Eric Young Kim+
Victoria Michelle Klioutchnikov
Jeva Konon•
Makaya Catherine Koski◊
Amina Krasnorutska
Kristina Kukhilava*
Soren D. Kurh
Divya Dinesh Lakhani*
Michael Law
Christopher T. Leach
Nathaniel Byron LeCates+
Maryann Siu Har Lee*
Jenifer Lee-Lecky
Jacqueline Nicole Lee-Martinez*
Tasha Victoria Noa Legende+
Kyle L. Leon+
Taylor Emmanuella Leonard*
Sydney Kate Lewis
Binjia Li
Siyao Li
Xingze Li
Emilia Liebman◊
Bowen Lin
Hongquan Lin
Michelle Lin
Michelle Lin
Malcolm Charles Linnehan-Herring
Talia Rose Littman*
Yaxuan Liu
Kyanie Calida Louis
Bruce Alan Macchione Jr.
Ryan Anthony Mackey
Franz Patrick Timcang Magnayon*
Morgan Nolan Maher◊
Evelyn F. Mai
Evelyna Tatiana Maiolini
Jamal Dasan Mallory**
Pratham Satyen Satyen Mamtora
Moren Mao**
Michelle Marants*
Eboni Nycole Marshall
Amy S. Matte
Richard S. Martin
Alisson Izabella Martinez
Isabel Carmen Celine Martinez+
Joli Alessandra Maxwell
Jeffrey Frank McBurnie
Cecelia J. Mcgee
Hayati Hetesh Mehta•
Rosaura A. Mendez•
Marlena Mertens+
Enzo Jacques Patrick Millet+
Sabrina Alexandri Minaian*
Annamari Faith Mohammed
Zoila Beatriz Moran Mendez+
Sebastian Moreno
Christine E. Morse
Ani Mskhiladze
Amir Muvjic•
Ramona Liza Munsayac
Kaitlyn Alicia Murphy*
Kuzivakwashe Clever Mvududu
Nina Domingo Nacion
Ksenia Dara Nakonechny
Yevgen Naydonov•◊
Dieu Ha My Nguyen+
Tien L. Nguyen
Quang Huy Nguyen•*
Samantha Marie Nieves
Alexandra Ursula Nikas
Jeffery Christopher Novak
Haley Marie Nowicki
Madison Elizabeth O'Connell
Grace Elizabeth O'Connor
Nicole Ojeda
Nicole Ostaszewski**
Renée N. Osei
Marc Alexander Padilla
Ashley Paez
Dawid Panyuszak•*
Jessica Buyoung Park
Arianna C. Patel**
Hailey Niraj Patel
Jiya Jeeendra Patel•
Layah Peits
Yanko Pena•
Savannah K. Persaud
Kirk A. Pierol
Chloe Alexis Pinargote*
Diana Andrea Pintilie
Jonah Robert Place
Constant Andy Jean Poinst+•
Stewart Beau Pool
Althea Hapsari Posey•
Nisha Arzaga Purino*
Arianna Rochelle Pyatetsky**
Caitlyn Megan Quattaloro
Sophia Quiban•
Anthony Raffaele•
Zarif Rahimova
Madison Christine Rakovic
Jiana Ramovic•◊
Dion A.M.E Ramsey
Sofia I. Rappa•
Dania Rawas•
Hoben Greenberg Rehfeld*
Salome Ana-Maria Requena+
Alexis Renee Reyes•
Gabrielle Alyyah Rivette
Juliana Jean Roache•
Nicholas Matthew Robbins+
Queralt Roig Puig+
Mateo Rosero Sr.
Dylan Andrew Rozell•
Andrew Gerard Rudolph**
Febian Rusanoski**
Agatina Russo
Noah Hunter Sabatelli
Hannah Rose Sacknowitz
Nathalie Salazar*
Natalie Salop
Jack Colton Saltzman**
Cicilia Sanchez
Vanessa Sanchez**
Carolina Sanchez Gonzalez+
Giovanna Saralva
Mary Su-Jin Sarantakes
Jeffrey Adolfo Sarmiento
Angelina Grace Scalici•
Rachael S. Schneider•
Enrico Neil Scipione*
Sofie Elizabeth Sedgwick
Neil Singh Sehon
Jacob Selman*
Dhairy Anil Shah
Andrijana Shkreli+
Zane E. Shultz*
Mohammed Abdulmalik Shuwaykan•
Tyler Shvartssthey
Danaley Silan•◊
Michael Edward Simon•
Christopher J. Sinchi
Lawpreet Singh•
Roopak Singh
Matthew Sisler+
Lucy Natalia Skelton+
Annakay Skudlarczyk
William Douglas Sloth•◊
Taylor Rain Smith+
Christian David Solerti
Romnie Soliman
Jacqueline Alexis Spitz
Sarah M. Stanton
Avery Stanecewski
Emanuela Sterkaj
Jinze Su
Jordan A. Taddei
Hinako Tanakamaru+
Evelyn Tapia
Kathya Nahomi Tapia Lara+
Albania Tavarez
Chase Alexander Taylor
Jace Amon Taylor
Marielaena Tejada•

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024.

Honors Code: • summa cum laude; * magna cum laude; • cum laude; + with distinction; ◊ Pforzheimer Honors College; • veteran.

(Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)
Bachelor of Business Administration (continued)

James Gregory Thrasher
Elmo Marivell Tjohardy
Katalin Ariel Tolgyesi+
Nicole Trampin Abrantes
Rachel Trippeda
George Tskenis
Cherri Tung*
Natayla Turbaba
Christina Sophia Valencia
Madelyn Hua Vailillo*
Leslie Maree Vargas
Domenick Savario Vassallo
Andres Fidencio Vazquez Martinez

Joseph Vazzano Jr.*
Amel Velic
Victoria Vlasov**◊
Johnson Van Vo
Sydney Rose Walmsley*
Margaret Tess Wambui
Jesse S Wanamaker Lord
Boyang Wang
Sijia Wang*
Payton Michelle Wichman*
Trinelle Adia Williams
Brian Wojda*
Lesley Wu**◊
Yilong Wu
Vivian Jessica Wu Cen**
Lawrence Yacoub
Cindy Yang
Justin Don Yee
Rachel Ann Zachariah◊
John Matthew Zepp*
Shicheng Zhao
Brandon Zheng◊
Karen Zhang**
Sheena Zhang**◊

Bachelor of Arts

Lani Stephanie Anne Boschulte**
Katie Rose Brown*
Brandon Dion Cartay*
Dante Dion Dallago**◊
Kendall Lily Dodd*
Madison Lynn Doyle**
Marguerite Kate Dunn**◊
Sabrina Elise Fierro*
Julia Klahr Gangemi*
Maxwell S. Gorriz*
Erin Noelle Graham*
Jacob Aaron Hafley
Jordyne Taiylor Hebron**

Amro Ibrahim**◊
Caroline Elizabeth Knight
Isabella Clare Levin**
Rachel Elizabeth Lutz**
Wendy Charlotte Maclver◊
Isabel McGarty Dirks*
Diego J. Mejia
Antonia Rose Mello*
Sara Fathima Moinuddin**
Kyle Thomas Moon
Sitara S. Nagrani
John Michael Pappas*
Vijay Vikram Patnaik*
Sophia Louise Penn*
Shannon Kate Pepper◊
Coral Yvonne Pierce
Alexa Grace Sacks-Wilner+
Tharan McKenna Sinnathamby*
Pierce Tran Quy Dan Stephan**◊
Maria Uribe Duarte•
Kalina Mikel Walaski**◊
Lauren Wentz
Ramey Shwain Yin
Sheena Zhang**◊

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Abigail Nicole Alfrey*
Christopher Thomas Alvord**◊
Daniel Joseph Antonino*
Ilia Askenren◊
Emily Christine Atkinson*
Jada A. Ballard*
Jessica Riley Baltutis*
Marianna Dolores Ban*
Michael Barbieri Jr.*
Julen Albizu Barini-Brown*
Paul Richard Bedus*
Elyse Catherine Bell*
Anna Kristina Bermudez*
Mia Lacy Kendall Bradley
Adam Wesley Bray
Morgan Elizabeth Brignac
Amy BG Bruhns*
Summer Star Campos*
Dennis Huu Cao*
Katelyn Ann Carrara
Elizabeth Nellie Clark*

Charlise Ella Cohen Sr.
Joshua Elijah Dawson**
Isabella Marie DePaola*
Robert William Ellis◊
Victoria Allison Endicott*
Patrick Nathan Falk**
Rachel Elizabeth Fiorito**◊
Lawrence Eli Fortenberry III*
Annie Bee Franke◊
Skye Alyssa Friedman**◊
Connor Jack Gale**◊
Chloe Alyn Galkin**
Keelay Gipson
Jacob Michael Goodman*
Jade K. Gray
Zoe Joan Griffith*
Lilah Mireille Guaragna**◊
Julia Hajjar*
Brayden Christopher Harlor**
Melody Faith Henry*
Gabriela Hernandez**◊
Joshua Benjamin Huff*
Kathryn Jade Huff
Abigail G. Jackson☆
Megan Helen Kelley
Emily Elizabeth Kester*
Jordyn Katja Kramer**☆
Sydney Elizabeth Kuhn**
Jordan Noelle Lakins
Karen Ni Lau
Minh-Quan Huu Le*
Aidan S. Ledingham•
Emma Louise Lerner•
Marina Liare•
Amanda L. Lineman
Madeleine Isabella Marlowe◊
Tatum Leigh Marshall**
Abigail Grace Martin
Cassandra Jane Martin**◊
Kennedy Ryan Mcclure•
Brooke Olivia McDonough*
Emma McNulty*

Bachelor of Ars

Lani Stephanie Anne Boschulte**
Katie Rose Brown*
Brandon Lee Cary•
Dante Dion Dallago**◊
Kendall Lily Dodd*
Madison Lynn Doyle**
Marguerite Kate Dunn**◊
Sabrina Elise Fierro*
Julia Klahr Gangemi*
Maxwell S. Gorriz*
Erin Noelle Graham*
Jacob Aaron Hafley
Jordyne Taiylor Hebron**

Sands College of Performing Arts

Presented by Tresmaine R. Grimes, PhD, Interim Dean

Abigail Nicole Alfrey*
Christopher Thomas Alvord**◊
Daniel Joseph Antonino*
Ilia Askenren◊
Emily Christine Atkinson*
Jada A. Ballard*
Jessica Riley Baltutis*
Marianna Dolores Ban*
Michael Barbieri Jr.*
Julen Albizu Barini-Brown*
Paul Richard Bedus*
Elyse Catherine Bell*
Anna Kristina Bermudez*
Mia Lacy Kendall Bradley
Adam Wesley Bray
Morgan Elizabeth Brignac
Amy BG Bruhns*
Summer Star Campos*
Dennis Huu Cao*
Katelyn Ann Carrara
Elizabeth Nellie Clark*

Charlise Ella Cohen Sr.
Joshua Elijah Dawson**
Isabella Marie DePaola*
Robert William Ellis◊
Victoria Allison Endicott*
Patrick Nathan Falk**
Rachel Elizabeth Fiorito**◊
Lawrence Eli Fortenberry III*
Annie Bee Franke◊
Skye Alyssa Friedman**◊
Connor Jack Gale**◊
Chloe Alyn Galkin**
Keelay Gipson
Jacob Michael Goodman*
Jade K. Gray
Zoe Joan Griffith*
Lilah Mireille Guaragna**◊
Julia Hajjar*
Brayden Christopher Harlor**
Melody Faith Henry*
Gabriela Hernandez**◊

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024. Honors Code: ◊ summa cum laude; ★ magna cum laude; • cum laude; + with distinction; ♦ Pforzheimer Honors College; ☆ veteran. (Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)
Bachelor of Fine Arts

Caleb Wallace Meyers*
Keely Brooke Meyers*
Gregory G. Michaels*
Anne Rose Mihm**
Jonathan Stewart Morrey
Payton KayLee Nichols
Asude Define Ozkan**
Jasmine Anne Pardue*
Nuri Park**◊
Najaah Malonne Patterson**
Isabella Celine Ciarallo Pereira**
Nicolette Petriello*
Bradyh Jahmir Pettway
Luke Richard Preute
Sydney Renee Priestly**

Bachelor of Fine Arts (continued)

Melia Ann Ramirez**
Sinjin Geoff Reinhard
Mayumi Lyn Rhone
Mariela Alejandra Rivera**◊
Isabella Ashton Rizzuto*
Robert Kieran Ruf*
Kiyah Melita Rush
Iversson Leonardo Saucedo
Rachel Lauren Schott**
Sabrina Abigail Shah**◊
Leonay Reina Shepherd
Arielle Jorden Silbert*
Olivia Simmons***◊
Talib Sharif Thompson*
Alexa Margarita Villega*

Alexa Powell Wang**◊
Gibson Michael Warner*
Molly Marguerite Weaver*
Jacqueline Thai West**
Morgan Athena White
Elizabeth Rose Wilder
Mary Taylor Willett*
Chanse Williams**◊
Mia Laine Wilson*
Samantha Ann Woo**◊
Rebecca Yi◊
Jenna Rose Young**
John Sebastian Zhinin*

School of Education

Presented by Tresmaine R. Grimes, PhD, Dean

Bachelor of Science

Halle Victoria Abrams
Emily Faith Ambler**◊
Dylan Michael Gomez
Ella Grandprey**

Bachelor of Science

Fanon S. C. Harris*
Rachel Leigh Hittman
Olivia Jane Hogan*
Olivia Grace Merrick*

Regina Shekhtman
Lisa Liu Zeng*

Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems

Presented by Jonathan H. Hill, DPS, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Kiersten Samantha Bernius•
Aida Bozulan

Bachelor of Science

Nora Broyles**
William Ian Milun*◊

Thomas Shen*
Vincenzo Sollena

Bachelor of Science

Raquel Argueta+
Antoni Bolouvi
Nicholas Ross Bono**
Shiyang Cai*
Brent Lee Clement
Christian Concepcion**◊
Gabriel Lynden Da Silva
Nilanjan Datta
Nia Davis
Lauren V. DeMaio*
Liam Lonergan DEmic
Shevindu R. Fernandez
Jennifer Aris Garcia
Samantha Alexis Nicole Henry+

Arron Cyr Sean Hughes+
Hyemin Jeon*
Haoran Jia
Jountae Johnson
Andrew James Kirk+
Alexander John Klisouriotis•
Sarah Michelle Looks*
Kylie Ariana LoPiccolo*◊
Sydnie Nicole Marfione
Alexander Martinez*◊
Syeda Shaham Moosvi
Brandon Paul Negron*
Andrew L. Ngo*
Joseph Judah Paradiso**◊

Austin Brandyn Parris-Powlette*◊
Daniel Pena*
Joanne Pistulli•
Adrian Pitt
Joseph Rios
Raphael Sosa
Audrey Caroline Staub
Sole Julia Stewart
Oleksandr Sverenyak**
Anthony John Testani•
Haoran Wang
Wesley Wu

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024. Honors Code: ** summa cum laude; * magna cum laude; • cum laude; + with distinction; ◊ Pforzheimer Honors College; ◇ veteran. (Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)
Pleasantville Campus
2024 Undergraduate Candidates for Degrees

Bachelor of Science

Julian Kyle Ababa**
Araba Antwiwaa Acheampong*
Gina Marian Acosta*
Taufiq Tahama Adam
Danielle Anita Affrunti*
Tasnim Ahmed
Fatima Albino**
Ashley Faith Alcala*
Alaina Alfasi**
Teresa Alvarado
Sydney Bianca Amaro*
Khadijat Damilola Amoo*
Jessica Paige Andersen**◊
Yvriana Antoine
Julia Christine Ashworth*
Michael Jay Attebery
Jacqueline Leigh Austrian**
Jessica Alexis Avila*
Sabrina Doris Bailef**
Shaneika Tasi Barnett*
Kaylie Ariana Barrett
Tamara Bashjawish*
Brooke Olivia Bayerbach*
Ashley Helen Belfiore**◊
Eni Bellaja
Tonya Ashley Bellings*
Ashley Krista Berger*
Casey Rae Bertolacci**
Amanda Jean Bittner
Victoria Denise Borducci
Amber L. Bostdorf*
Joseph E. Bryant
Evelangina Bulkley*
Olivia Jade Burnett
Katharine Perry Burr
Brianna Nicole Capasso*
Victoria Lynn Capasso**
Melany Moutinho Carvalho*
Donald Castillo**◊
Katie Marie Castrianni**◊
Sarah Michelle Castro**
Deon Cheek**◊
Zayna Alam Choudhury*
Natalia Ashante Clarke
Jaida-Lee O. Colley
Alyssa Regina Conrad*
Danielle Ashley Cornoeta
Patrick Michael Crean*
Anthony Scott Curran Jr.*

Tiffany Cruz*
Medjine Samanta Decoste*
Janice Ama Pokuaa Degrift
Aaliyah Gwyneth Mocoy Dela Cruz*
Bryan Carmelo Delgado*
Bruce Jacob Dennis**
Olivia Mary DeSantis*
Jessica Di Maria*
Holly Rose Diomedea
Devin Alyssa DiTrapani**
Karen Catrina Eastling-Ferriello*
Hilary Marina Espinal
Grace Ann Fabrizio*
Jacob E. Feldman*
Emily Marie Figueiredo
Joshua Finney*
Michael Flynn**
Julia Forchetti*
Valerie Francois*
Gabriela Pereira Galvao*
Irene Garcia Dominguez*
Denisse Gayosso Lucano
Mackenzie Lynn Gizzie
Maya Gjelaj**◊
Kyle Patrick Godfrey**
Janai Monet Goodman*
Orla Michelle Gormally*
Jason Thomas Gowran*
Sharifa Hadiai Grant
Jhanelle A. Grossett
Alexis Haily Guilz
Samanta Patricia Gutierrez*
Micael Rhema Gabriel Hamilton
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Harrop
Julia Filomena Hoffman
Allison Gail Hogan
Jordan Taylor Howell*
Brooke Christina Hunt*
Daniella Patricia locovellio*
Aisha Jawara*
Jillian Tyler Joe
Ainsley Rose Kane
Danella Kopal
Melissa Edel Labossiere*
Elizabeth Folasade-oluwaseun Lana*
Tejada Krystal Lee*
Li-Ting Lin
Kathia Lopez Capellan*
Vienne Angelique Mac-andrew*

Mary Grace Gallo MacSweeney
Christopher John Marcogliese**◊
Anthony Andrew Mascia
Nastasia Alana Mason*
Edwin Nevin Mathew*
Jaelene Cipollaro Mayotte**◊
Giovanni Efrain Mazarielos-Carpio
Jaclyn Rose McDonagh*
Emma Mernaci
Jane Catherine Monaghan
Kayla Ashleigh Montgomery*
Jon Erik Salango Mosada*
Anjilesi Katherine Mota*
Fanny Jaqueline Munoz**
Karoline Nascimento*
Haley Grace Nolan
Ellen Mary O’Brien**
Blessing Chioma Offor*
Gabriela Opper
Samuel Opuni
Yuting Pan**
Champa Paul*
Lauren T. Pizzella*
Carolyn Rose Pell**
Stephanie Pepdjonovic**
Natalia Jada Pincock*
Paula Pillumaj*
Cayleigh Elizabeth Power*
Jessica Lynn Prauda*
Amber S. Probasco
Erika Taylor Rebisz
Corinne Nicole Reinertsen
Bailey Rodgers*
Samanta Rose Rodriguez◊
Valentina Rojas Abreu*
Vanessa Marie Romaines*
Taylor Jacquelyn Roseo*
Juliana Marie Rossi*
Diana Rugova*
Christopher Michael Ruiz*
Patricia Clair Ryan*
Claire Michelle Saint Ange**
Patrick Keen Hernandez Salazar
Denise Arlene Santana
Taylor Noelle Savastano
William James Schmidt**
Rianna Moon Schneider**
Jada Faith Screen*
Deidre Senf*

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024. Honors Code: ** summa cum laude; * magna cum laude; • cum laude; + with distinction; ◊ Pforzheimer Honors College; ✯ veteran. (Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)

College of Health Professions
Presented by Marcus C. Tye, PhD, Dean
Bachelor of Science (continued)

Iryna Shyputa
Yekaterina Sinyagina•
Marco Antonio Siracusa**◊
Alvin Andres Sotomayor◊
Slykar L. Spinnen*
Alyssa M. Stefano*
Berdj Elias Stepanian*
Dina Tadbin*
Cassandra Marie Abogado Tan•
Angel Tavera•
McKaylah Angel Maria Taylor
April Adrienne Tejeda•
Mary Teligades◊

Elizabeth Marie Thomas•
Vince Andre Tio•
Natasha Torres*
Yelenis Torres
Jonathan Ujkaj
Victoria Rose Urban•
Sebastian Vargas**◊
Esteban Vasquez**
Juliana Lucille Vea*
Alyssa Marie Voskinarian•◊
Nicole Marie Walker*
Rieley Walsh*
Kaiden Rae Warner*

Elizabeth Rose Whelahan**
Jason Wong
Caroline Patricia Wood
Mikayla Janae Wray
Melanie Rose Yodice
Daniel Louis Zadrima
Marcus Stafford Zaff•
Karol Nicole Zambrano
Stephanie Nicole Zandel**
Nicolette Michelle Zippo*
Ava Jayne Zorilo*

Dyson College of Arts and Sciences
Presented by Tresmaine R. Grimes, PhD, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Asly Mohamed Abbas*
Genesse Abreu*
Danielle Eneida Barna+
Nicolina Gabriella Barone**◊
Victoria Lynn Battiatto**
Daniela Rose Bellantoni*
Lila Danielle Brathwaite
Amber Brouwer◊
Morgan Taylor Brown**◊
Keriana Krystal Calderon**◊
Briana Marie Catanzariti
Sandra Chen**
Winfred Marie Chiffrioler*
Julian Matthew Clarke-Dixon
Marigona Cotaj*
Sarah Da Silva
Melissa Dedvukaj+
Samanta L. DelGrosso**
Deanna Marie Dempsey**
Alexandra Bailey DiCosola**
Madison Lyn Diigiaccomo**
Alyssa Nicole D’ippolito**
Gennaro DiMeglio
Taylor Ann Ellis
Giuseppe Santo Fama
Shannon B. Farrell**
Samantha Kayla Fink
Meredith Grace Finkbeiner
Ariana Gemma Frattoni
Brittany Joyce Freeman

Gianna Ann Frusciante
Egizona Gjonbalaj
Elisa Gjonbalaj
Patrick T. Gleason*
Marina Ayumi Green*
Jason Patrick Guckian
Nicole Gutman*
Cheltze Hamilton
Alana Gabriella Hernandez
Eva Renee Herrera**◊
Edona Hoxha•
Tatiana Michelle Hunter
Shanoy Sashawna Hylton
Kiara Alicia Jackson+
Jada Evonya Johnson+
James C. Kennedy*
Eve Frances Kennedy Jr.+*•
Elizabeth Kleiner
Diana Sarah Kone
Melissa Ann Louis•
Gregory Cyril Marrero
Seren Siobhan Mccarry*
Noelle Frederique Meij◊
Danil Mutsch
Justin N. Montanez•
Delaney Anne Munyan**
Isabella Marie Nazario◊
Oluchi Mmeli Okeke*
Ashley Sloane Panzer**◊
Lauren Amelia Perez**

Milena Imani Perry*
Jordyn Ann Pointek**
Arianna J. Polanco
Krisan A. Pompey
Vesa Qosaj
Christopher Reginella
Olive R. Rich**
Matthew Bernard Risko**◊
Anaya Alejandra Rivano
Erick Daniel Rivera*
Kaitlyn Lily Roazzi
Amanda Jade Rodriguez
Azell Elba Rodriguez◊
James Michael Rodriguez•
Haley Raye Rusbuild+
Glenn Patrick Ryder
Samantha Saxen**
Paige Lynn Sbaschnik**
Kelsey Alexa Schiavone•
Lilliana Shkrela*
Rolando Melvin Sidney*◊
Daniel Patrick Smith+
Sammy Stuart Soto Lopez
Tianna Marie Stancato+
Katelyn Stingone**
Ebany Tapia•
Tavia Shawnele Taylor
Chris Francis Vivenzio**
Jamaal Waters**
Saniya Leeanna Wilson

Bachelor of Science

Kerolyn Alves Martins*
Anne Elisabeth Christine Madeleine Bardon*
Analise Brook Berger*
Victoria Bock*
Taylor Elizabeth Brech*

Wesley Martin Brown◊
Haley Marie Burke+
Sydney McKalra Campbell+
Cassandra Cardenas*
Joshua Andrew Ceisler+

Rose Clark◊
Lyndsi Reid Cortese**
Alexandria Catherine Cortino**
Tiffani S. Daley
Deitrich Del Rosario De Leon◊

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024.

Honors Code: ** summa cum laude; * magna cum laude; • cum laude; + with distinction; ◊ Pforzheimer Honors College; • veteran. (Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)
Bachelor of Science (continued)

Ava Lily Dineen
Adrianna Dugger
Erin Dumas
Julia Katherine Eshleman
Jaden T’ziah Farrow
Ruth Joelma Febrillet
Ben Gabriel Franchino
Esmerlyn Alexander Garabito
Madelyn Aryanna Garcia
Sean Michael Giatzis
Isabella Elizabeth Gjonmarkaj
Scott Logan Glover
Hunter R. Goldstein
Brianne Abigail Gonzalez
Jenny T. Gordon
Dylan Jackson Grimes
Salma Gutierrez
Rachel Elizabeth Harmon
Gentijana Hasanramaj
Julia Filomena Hoffman
Alexandra Hoy
Linda Alichee Hunter
Jazmyn Neleh Jones
Terra Renae Jordan

Associate in Arts
Gabrielle Aaliyah Rhodes

Bachelor of Business Administration

Katrina Rose Agostino
Andrew Albertelli
Trayvon Alexander
Dyna Lynda Allaoua
Laura Marie Antonucci
Danielle Bellino
Lindsey Bitton
Jensen Binu
Bryce Richard Bland
Jesse Dean Blechman
Andrew C. Blecker
Anastasia Elena Bolotowsky
Jordan Thomas Booth
Brandon Borrelli
Blerta Brahimi
Besarta Bucapaj
Nancy Bueti
Alisa Bunjaj
Eveline Amarens Bussemaker
Steven Joseph Caperna
Christopher Edward Caputo
Kenneth J. Catalic
Alexander John Cenci
Delcenia Joanna Julien
William F. Lacey
Talina Jasmine Lopez
Nathalie Louis
Valeria Macchin
Alexander James Malley
Marco Antonio Maravilla
DeMarah Chanelle Martin
Colin James McCorry
Sahprese Samantha Jordyn McQueen
Matthew Dennis Meyers
Dominique Mireable
Louisa Mireya Moquete Bautista
Emmanuel J Mundockal
Richard Hideo Nagashima
Adam M. Ng
Raquel Nicole Ortiz
Osei Kwame Owusu-Afriyie Jr.
Colby Thomas Payne
Keiry Angelique Perez Ramirez
Nicholas Anthony Pichardo
Eliot Joel Porter
Jakeim Lamar Pratt
Troy Steven Quesada
Isabella Teresa Rabedeau
Sydney Nicole Reyes
Cameron Diana Roadman
Hayley Noelle Robinson
Jaime Rocafuerte Jr.
Sean Robert Romke
Kelly Margarita Salguero
Emil Sanchez
Gopesh Shreedhar
Nico Speciale
Nico Springer
Aya Tazarni
Alexandra Isabella Tejeda
Christian Antonio Tomas
Darius William Tiru
Andrew M. Troll
Cynthia E. Tuzo
Anastasia Vaska
Austin Martin Velger
Richard John Vicinanza III
Dayana Yamileth Vintimilla-Zumba
Nicholas Vushaj
Michaela Elyse Williams
Mahnoor Qureshi Zia

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024.
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Bachelor of Business Administration (continued)

Rowan Patrick Kelly**
Hailey Killian
Melina Kobolakis*
Cindy Kolaj
Alex Xavier Lee Lecky
Thomas James Lidondici*
Jacob Liebert+
Julia Ljuljdjurovic*
Kenneth Maldonado
Brandon Marku
Jake Colby Martin
Aidan Elijah Martinez**
Dante Santos Martinez*
Giancarlo Martire+
Summer Antonia Masiello*
Kevin M. Melore
Kylie Merando*
Arianna Merturi
Alessandro Mitaj
David Molle
Lamar Jaylin Moore
Anthony Joseph Moretto**
Ivan Grey Moskowitz
Zachary Patrick Moustakas
Daniel Timothy Mulcahy+
Abdulrahman Mustafa*

Brian Nezaj†
Victoria Mei Yee Ng*
Dominic James Nicolo*
Michael Anthony Nicosia
Ethan Daniel Niggl†
Dayanavi Nunez
Andrew Oakland†
Samantha Nicole Occhiopinto
Benjamin Peter Okwit Kanas*
Josie Marie Olan
Matthew Nolan Orrego+
George Gary Ortiz
Kyle Anthony Otten
Adrianna Leann Perna
Anthony Jose Pizarro-campagne
Alexandra Nicole Quinn*
Evelyn Priscila Quintuna Torres
Isabella Maria Ramkissoon
Matthew Joseph Rinaldi†
Melissa Lauren Ritchie**
Justin E. Roa†
Rafael de Jesus Rodriguez Jr.†
Jack H. Romer
Emily Hailey Ross‡
Peter Michael Rossi**
Dylan Sagevick

Bachelor of Science

Robert J. Ancona**
Gabriela Alejandra Borrayo*
Deanna Marie Calabrese
Sophia Grace Colombino
Alexandria Catherine Cortino**
Gina DellaDonna**
Kathryn Elizabeth DeMars†
Delilah June Doyle*
Kevin Kayahan Eviner
Stephanie Feilizardo**
Carla I. Fonseca Gonzalez**

Alexandra L. Gannon*
Emily Elizabeth Giampietro†
Melissa Gjuraj*
Mary Ellen Jack*
Jennifer Ann Kane
Matthew Daniel Machado+
Ashley Rose Marrocco†
Jocelyn Victoria Matera*
Lana McLoughlin*
Andrew Patrick Parisi*
Kristin Amanda Polera*

School of Education

Presented by Tresmaine R. Grimes, PhD, Dean

Bachelor of Science

Robert J. Ancona**
Gabriela Alejandra Borrayo*
Deanna Marie Calabrese
Sophia Grace Colombino
Alexandria Catherine Cortino**
Gina DellaDonna**
Kathryn Elizabeth DeMars**
Delilah June Doyle*
Kevin Kayahan Eviner
Stephanie Feilizardo**
Carla I. Fonseca Gonzalez**

Alexandra L. Gannon*
Emily Elizabeth Giampietro†
Melissa Gjuraj*
Mary Ellen Jack*
Jennifer Ann Kane
Matthew Daniel Machado+
Ashley Rose Marrocco†
Jocelyn Victoria Matera*
Lana McLoughlin*
Andrew Patrick Parisi*
Kristin Amanda Polera*

Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems

Presented by Jonathan H. Hill, DPS, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Domenico Monteleone*

Stephanie Ann Sicilian

Bachelor of Science

Gregory Aponte
Mohamed Amin Bakayoko

Tyler Ian Besnoff*
Cristian Enrique Bolanos**

Antoni Bolouvi
Alexandra Breygina**

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024.

Honors Code: ** summa cum laude; * magna cum laude; † cum laude; ‡ with distinction; †† Pforzheimer Honors College; ✯ veteran.
(Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)
Bachelor of Science (continued)

Joseph Bucalo
Sean Patrick Buckley•
Altar Demaj+
Jesson F. Diaz
William D’Onofrio
Jordan Jamaal Doyen
Jared Fligor•
David Garcia Jr.
Geoffrey Saul Geltman
Kenneth Germosen
Simone Genesis Gonzalez
Alexander J. Hughes*◊
Kenyatta S. Jefferson
Christopher Michael Jewell*
Zia E. Joseph*◊

Jasmin R. Juliano+
Sean Tavares Kahn*
Riya Kc
Ardin Kraja•
Keathson Lam
Jack Donald Lasko
Lucas Leclerc Maturana+
Frank Joseph Maslawaz Jr.
James Michael Maxwell*
Jake Meeker
Craig Richard Monahan Jr.
George Moses+
Erik John Nelson
Nikolas Alexander O’Hanlon
Kenji Okura**

Matthew Brandon Pollard
Dana-kaye Robertson
Jayson Kamal Rochester
Michael Anthony Seta
Jade William-Emmet Sharkey+
William Simmons Jr.
Erin Sorbella**
Christopher Peter Stissi*
Jack R. Sullivan*
Steven Truncellito**
Keithroy D. Weekes
Daniel James White*
Zheng Zhou•

Associate in Science

Jason Paul Delgado**
David A. Giannini*

Deshoune McDaniel*
Robert James Page II**
Graduate
2024 Candidates for Degrees

College of Health Professions
Presented by Marcus C. Tye, PhD, Dean

**Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing**
- Simone U. Ashman
- Christopher Brooks
- Caitlin Doody
- Cindy Greenberg

**Doctor of Nursing Practice**
- Kary Lidia Haro*
- Stacey Shelly-Ann Johnson
- Kristina Marie Martorella
- Stephanie M. Novembre
- Daneille Kimberly Rhule
- Mary Helen Riddle
- Brittani Lanae Turner

**Master of Science**
- Marlen Abramova
- Gabriel Addai
- Gifty Adjei-Dugbatey
- Antoinette Afful
- Mary Agyei Mensah
- Fosua Agyenim Boateng
- Md Nadim Ahmed
- Veronica Lynn Ahrens
- Jacob William Albinder
- Atifa Alieva
- Ashley Marie Amorim
- Theresa Arcidiacono
- Kimberly Arcilla
- Amanda Skylar Argueta
- Erisa Auricchio
- Yvonne Tony Ayoub
- Karen Lynn Azukas
- Adeleye Emmanuel Babalola Jr.
- Shiji Babi
- Maria Del Carmen Baez Diaz
- Beth Aimee Bagner
- Sophie Marie Barbagallo
- Freddie A. Barfield II
- Ahmed Bashiru
- Chana Baumann
- Emily Bautista Shkreli
- Kyra Marie Beacher
- Samantha Berberich
- Marie Bernacchia
- Amber Besselman
- Igor Beytelman
- Sonam Bhandari
- Shmuel Y. Bieler
- Aaron James Bishop
- Anthony Michael Blair
- Anita Boateng
- Toni Boateng
- Michelle LisaMarie Bongiovanni
- Sophie Anna Boudette
- Christopher M. Breen
- Molly Anne Brian
- Gianna Brigante
- Alejandra Irina Brito
- Alexis Peage Brown
- Alicia Nicole Brown
- Danielle Nicola Brown
- Tori Alise Brown
- Rebecca Bu
- Jacinda Ngoc Linh Bui
- Katherine Rose Butler
- Nina Erin Callahan
- Ana Sophia Candelot Roman
- Julia Ann Capparelli
- Drew Ryan Caraballo
- Emily Ann Carretta
- Linda M. Castillo
- Allison Faye Chaikin
- Paige Chatkin
- Corine Chau
- Kara Brynn Checke
- Hye Soo Choi
- Charlecia K. Chung
- Wanda Cintron
- Katherine Louise Clarke
- Tara Clement
- Sonia Cobani
- Samantha Taylor Cohen
- Emily Jean Colety
- Delilah Allison Colon
- Rezena Comrie
- Melissa Conboy
- Carissa Confeitoiro
- Melissa Yohanna Contreras
- Channing Lee Cox
- Camryn Elizabeth Craig
- Andrea Denise Crew
- Adeyemo Akinlade Dania
- Samantha Dao
- Fabio De Oliveira
- Nicole Monet Dekind

* veteran

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024.
Master of Science (continued)

Mackenzie Elizabeth Gepper
Spartak Gjoci
Madison Paige Gluck
Radhaisi Gomez
Kelly Joanne Grande
Marianne Cameron Greene
Mankirt Kaur Grewal
Katherine Grace Halpern
Raisa Suelyn Harrington
Isis Laurel Harris
Logan Wade Harrison
Oz Menachem Hasis
Rafaela Haxhari
Samantha H. Heller
Nyarai Florence Henry
Autumn Lynn Hernandez
Emily Holland
Nadine A. Howson
Cristina M. Hywel
Nicholas Ierardi
Ariana Iwashita
Rahul Subramanian Iyer
Jean Z. Jackson
Zoe Tamarin Jacobson
Patricia Jia-Yu Jeng
Renee Nicole Juliano
Alyssa Marie Kalafsky
Yael Kalbo
Caroline Frances Kane-Civitano
Carol Najm Kassas
Stephanie Marie Keenan
Brynee Elizabeth Keyser
Kelly Farah Silva Khadam-Hir
Jennifer Victoria Kim
Michaela Andon Knight
Elyse Kiele Koe
Tuwain Pinky Kolleh
Lillian Koo
Erica Korang
Rivka Kramer
Kojo Kuampah
Beatrice Kushnir
Julio E. Kuzma
Patrick F. Lancaster
Jennifer Lau
William Lau
Winnie Law
Simone M. Lawrence
Chaya M. Lerner
Christopher James Letterese
Jeffrey Liang
Judy Liu
Amy Lloyd
Sabrina Loewy
Kelly Nicole Lopez
Sofia Lopez
Sophia Loposser
Victoria Alexandra Lora
Jacqueline C. Luk
Aldita Lumaj
Shannon Joyce Lynch
Teresa Elizabeth Lynders
Mushka L. Mahpou
Alexandra Elena Maluf
Ginamariya Rosa Mangiafrrida
Guymara Mangiat
Nicole Martinez
Michael Martinez
Heather Mason
Janice Liz Mathew
Manju Mathew
Merin Ninan Mathew
Lori A. Mattia
Stephanie Maung
Madeleine Marie May
Melissa Mary McCarthy
Alexandra K McKenzie
Shanda Ann McLaren
Alyssa G. McNamara
Lillian McNamara
Lealani Keani Melendez
Micaela Sydney Meredith
Erden Mernica
Hillary Minkoff
Rachel K. Mirel
Delia Montalbano
Caroline Montalvo
Stefany Montalegre
Annelise Katherine Morando
Claudia Angela Morante
Victoria Paige Mrozinski
Leen Mudailal
Brenda Waceke Mwangi
Nina Najaroen
Inara P. Narrey-Tokoli
Alexis Narvaez
Joseph Neithardt
Jara Theresa Nelag
K Uni Ng
Linda November
Helen Francesca Nunez
Joy Nnenna Okorie
Blessing A. Okui
Wilhermina Naaw Kwaamah Okyere
Christine Amy Orana
Nina Maria Ortiz
Jennifer A. Pagano
Lin Yu Pan
Akhiha Sukumar Panicker
Cassandra Leigh Panzario
Christina Papadopoulos
Darlene Latasha Parham
Isha Patel
Pinkyben Patel
Christine Grace Pellegrino
Beatriz Ribeiro Peregrino
Karina Vivian Pereira
Jenna Lynn Peterson
Catherine Mary Petitti
Christopher Paul Petrella
Sherrence Bidya Phagoo
Teresa Dorothy Pinnola
Efsa Serwaa Poku
Andrew Eli Pollack
Natalie P. Proctor
Yuliya Pronina
Nico Monique Pugh
Uzair Ahmed Qazi
Isak Rabijev
Nicole Karol Mary Raicy
Carolyne Radigan
Natasha Radojic
Grace Ann Ramey
Nicole Latoya Ramsey
Jacquelyn Michele Ransbury
Olivia R. Reda
Maegen Reed
Clara Marie Regula
Caitlin Patricia Reilly
Laura Lynn Reilly
Rachel Reyes
Olivia Lynn Rizzo
Ann-Marie Rose
Benjamin A. Rosen
Jenna B. Ruiz
Megan Elizabeth Ryan
Rochel Sadyko
Marlayna Grace Salvesen
Little Ann Samuel
Atara Schein Schechter
Zoraida Marie Sebastien
Rachel Segal
Caley Serin
Natalia Marie Serrano
Md Tamhid Shadman
Hena H. Shah
Riddhisha Dipak Shah
Atibha Ashling Sheoran
Isha Shrestha
Jessica Mary Sidoti
Samantha Dale Siegel
Jennifer Elizabeth Sigler
Shante Narrissa Simpson
Julie Slade
Nicolette Slender
Ashley Tiffany Smith
Myah Nicole Solis
Jeeva Anand Sookul
Martin Speiser
Genya Spektor
Cassandra Diandra Spence
Rivka Spree
Payal Srivastava
Rachel Stankiewicz
Sarah Kathleen Stark
Lauren Nicole Steinert
Levon Suleymanov
Grace Rose Sweetser
Nyatou Asta Sylla
Sarah T. Talasazan

* veteran

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024.
Master of Science (continued)

Hannah Tanzer
Bartek Matthew Tarnacki
Olivia Tecce
Khanhi Thai
Maria Gabriela Tkacz
Rebecca Lyn Tong
Jackeline Torres
Stephany Marie Torres
Sophia Ziwei Trantzas
Chiara Turechek
Kaitlyn A. Turner
Brooke Mary Tutwiler
Denise Valiente
Stephen Ray Valladares
Nissy A. Varghese
Christa Emeline Vasile
Mia Vasile-Cozzo
Amber Nicole Vazquez
Christian Vazquez
Vida Velasco-Popov
Allison Mary Watson
Barbara J. Weinstein
Sabrina Martine Weintrob
Alyssa Wengrofsky
Malka Werner
Alison Whelan
Zoey Whitaker
Chanique Andrea White
Caroline Lee Williford
Matthew Thomas Wiza II
Candice Wong
Jonathan Jame Wong
Samantha Wong
Chloe Celeste Annette Woo
Holly Woodbury
Sandy Ye
Melissa A. Yost-Bido
Nicole Yu
Christina Marie Yusko
Dominique Rose Zadrima
Andrew Jayan Zhai
Emily Rose Zimmer
Gina Renee Zinzi

Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies

Beatrice Folasade Babalola
Allyson Mae Bauer
Lauren Ann Costabile-Lopez
Angela David
Yoleisy Durham*
Maureen Fennessy-Cooney
Aicha Fofana
Shevonbna Monique Graham
Cindy Greenberg
Avnit Kaur
Ekaterina Khaytis
Lattha Sunil Koshly
Anita Marie Liddle
Deborah A. Lomax
Tossica Tekeisha McKinnon
Katrina Gilbert Millard
Jennifer Barbara Moses
Daveena Rayshma Narayan
Gabrielle Nicolas
Oloade Mariam Odeka
Ugo Patience Oji
Nnenna Onuoha-Jackson
Vincent P. Palmieri
Noelia Pena
Debra Ramroop
Olivea Lynn Rizzo
Bevin Sullivan
Lisa Passmore Talarico

Dyson College of Arts and Sciences

Presented by Tresmaine R. Grimes, PhD, Dean

Doctor of Philosophy in Mental Health Counseling

Patrice Constance Anastasio
Jessica A. Caiola
Asha Mohammed Kadir
Samantha Lee
Michael Barry Moskowitz
Akruti H. Patel
Danielle Lee Pendarvis
Jendayi A. Polite
Nicole Sarnataro
Alyssa Ann Sceppaguercio
Lana E. Tamaro

Doctor of Psychology in School Clinical Child Psychology

Miamor Mercedes Aguirreanza*
Isabel Aragon
Marisa Christine Caponi
Sarah Elizabeth Davidson
Marissa Christine Diaco
Carmela Rose Diflorio
Elizabeth Singer Dolin
Jillian Eve Garcia
Julia Luisa Goldmark
Benjamin Stanton Gronich
Alexis Cassidy Henriquez
Broianna Lee Heuser
Andrea Michelle Iacampo
Rachel Johnson
Jessica Danielle Kastin
Rebekah Katz
Katrina Julia Kirchgaesser
Ashley L. Koenig
Taylor Ann Kormes
Stephanie Leung
Victoria Lewis
Eliana Lopez
Megan Elisabeth Ludwig
Rihab Mahmood
Yisroel Yaacov Mayefsky
Amanda Kathryn Nicholson
Victoria Pezzino
Ida Jenny Piker
Joshua Ross Pilchik
Sarah Blanche Quintano
Holly Anne Rivera Russo
Brianne Joelle Sacco
Frank Henry Seabrook III
Alexandra Rose Seigies
Roni Andrew Sugarman

Master of Arts

Samuel Michael Aikins
Aleena Aquil
Maria Eugenia Arrocha
Rae Lauren Anne Benoit
Logan Matthew Brookesbark
Grazia Buetti-Gasparrini
Alejandro Gregory Bullis-Martinez
Sydney McKalia Campbell
Cynthia Roccaforte Chapman

* veteran
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Master of Arts (continued)
Cherlene A. Chase-Morris
Sandra Chen
Brianna Paige Civitano
Lyndsi Reid Cortese
James T. Darash∗
Carina Coelho Domingues
Sabrina S. Espaillat
Kiara Michelle Espinal
Erin Ashley Flynn
Patrick T. Gleason
Brianne Abigail Gonzalez
Michelle Marie Gonzalez
Kelsie Greene
Aliyah Christine Gumbs
Marthneyrs Misheal Guzman Hernandez
Qifan Jiang
Shelby Elizabeth Lee Jones
Akanksha Gorksha Khedkar
Kennedi Olivia Kutz
Jonnel Nicole Lewis
Dhairya Dilipbhav Modi
Adam M. Ng
Dhruti Panchal
Mrunali Patel
Michelle Therese Petrocelli
Dara Potts
Jamie Reilly
Alicia Resabala
Sean Ressel∗
Estefania Rodriguez
Mustapha Kemal Saintlouis
Kassandra Elizabeth Stavropoulos
Deric Jarahn Stokes∗
Kalisa Shaunya Taylor
Autumn Thompson
Brittany Nicole Walkingstick
Lani Watt
Alwin Richardo Williams
Neath Barnett Williams∗
Andrew David Zebarth

Master of Public Administration
Hafsa Ahmed
Caterina A. Amedeo
Maxwell Jordan Ankani
Divine Kwasi Apoh
Cesar E. Castope
Matthew Cerverizzo
Heema Pareshkumar Desai
Md Azizul Haq Emon
Ana Judy Figueroa
Greghan Fischer
Giselle Yvonne Garibello
Yujia Liu
Q Miao
Tierra Paisley
Siddhiben Sureshbhai Patel
Yasmin Peralta
Caleb R. Russell
Rohma Tariq
Donald L. Tedder
Marie Frances Cruz Villamor

Master of Science
Fnu Ayesha Thahniyath Saber
Olenka Besaga
Joseph Anthony Boumoussa
Ryan Daniel Brown
Melanie Camacho∗
MariPriya Chennuru
Manika Chugh
Macey Quinn Cooper
Brandon D. Diaz
Destiny Lovell Drummond
Priyanka Dyrapogu
Mariam Hoda Elzoghby
Caline Elveera Fernandes
Natasha Fontanez
Oghenetega Hilda Fregene
Katherine V. Garcia
Alyssa Genaro
Maheshwari Jagabattula
Simranjeet Kaur
Cameron Wayne King
Silouani Kostits-Pasiali
Tania Kumar
Nicole Grace Leonard
Marie-Flore Lundi
Shohreh Mahdvainia
Alana Nicole Maldonado
Janie Ann Mathew
McKenna Paige Moore
Dinara Muslimova
Moumita Nath
Lansay Ng Velazquez
Quang Huy Nguyen
Manasvi Jatin Patel
Lauren Amelia Perez
Ricardo Adan Perez
Lawrence Cory Phillips
Gaurav Abhishek Raavi
Madhulika Racharla
Vicicia Ramkhellawon
Arantxa Geneva Deka Roach
Sonia Sylvia Rodriguez
Brilliant Jelagat Sang
Steven Sigismondo
Kelly Ann Stephen
Kristin Michelle Stumpf
Bashrat Sultana
Sheikh Monsur Uddin
Vinitha Uppalapati
Haveela Vinukonda
Gopal Rao Yarramsetty
Lydia Yeboah
Juan Carlos Zhuang

Master of Science in Environmental Science
Azeez Adewale Adejumo
Brendan John Ceccolini
Adama Conte
Robert D’Alborra
Avital Shyi Davda
Madelyn Aryanna Garcia
Mahi Nimbalkar
Maxwell Scandale
Emily Rose Schmidt
Asthah Shah
Julian L. Straughter Sr.

Master of Science in Environmental Science and Policy
Avital Shyi Davda
Madelyn Aryanna Garcia
Azeez Adewale Adejumo
Mahi Nimbalkar
Emily Rose Schmidt
Asthah Shah
Julian L. Straughter Sr.

Master of Science in Publishing
Nicolina Gabriella Barone
Caroline Elia Caraballo
Anya Adelina Ciarniello
Molly Ellyn Darfler-Sweeney
Cathryn Ikori Eta
Michele Elizabeth Ferlaino

∗ veteran
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Master of Science in Publishing (continued)
James Brandon Fizer  
Alexa S. Fox  
Luiza Guimaraes  
Shianne Nicole Henion  
Andrea Victoria Hernandez Mendez  
Harshdeep Kaur  
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Keel  
Jorge J. Lopez  
Michaela Jesse Macfarran  
Amber Rae Cantu Miles  
Amanda Milo  
Sharon Ruofei Mo  
Angelica Hobilla Palma  
Dina W. Rabie  
Elyse Lauren Rosenberg  
Yaritza Santana

Master of Science in Mental Health Counseling
Serena Abuirshid  
Victoria Akins  
Adrianne G. Alfonso  
Candice Aloisi  
Bianca Assenza  
Hailey Sydney Baum  
Erik Beresnoy  
Erika Kay Calcagno  
Angelia Castaldo  
Bianca Ariel D'aguanno  
Samantha L Delgrosso  
Amanda Demosthenes  
Madison Lyn Digiacomo  
Kaileen V. Duncan  
Jaida Rochan Edwards  
Maryam Safia Fouad  
Skylar Giarusso  
Danielle Marie Giocondo  
David Gomez  
Marina Ayumi Green  
Andrew Nabil Guindi  
Rayan Hassounya  
Jessica Heacock  
Latisha Holder Holder  
Lauren A. Hunt  
Erika Illescas  
Evan Michael Linden  
Marcella Keating Maguire  
Dominique Bonanno Mannix  
Rachel Elizabeth Maran  
Seren Siobhan Mccarry  
Chelsea Mitamura  
Saby Montoya  
Brenda Lee Morales  
Gianna Marie Moretti  
Melissa Elizabeth Parker

Master of Science in Education in Psychology
Julia Baer  
Mariel S. Boyle  
Julie Calderon  
Anabel Castillo  
Kyung-ah Judy Chang  
Karen Dang  
Kylie Davis  
Ciera Jae Hernandez  
Christian Duane Hillegas  
Taylor Ann Kormes  
Danielle Lacey  
Sophie Tinia Leser  
Victoria Ambika Lewis  
Eliana Maria Lopez  
Ashley Victoria Messinger  
Ilana Deborah Nudman  
Joshua Ross Pilchik  
Ephrem Perry Wagner

Pre-Master's Certificate
Cesar E. Castope

Lubin School of Business
Presented by Lawrence G. Singleton, PhD, Dean

Doctor of Professional Studies
John Abiodun Adekunbi  
Maurice Xavier Blackwood  
Caroline E. Boutwell  
Theresa Leona McKeown Harm  
Neal Katz  
Grace Mattaki Angbazo  
Richard D. Ross  
Margaret C. Walsh  
Gail L. Yosh

Master of Business Administration
Fnu Aanshu  
Nazifa Ahmed  
Syed Ali Ahsan  
Eden Sterling Alcufrom  
Maxlorie Alphonse  
Laura Marie Antonucci  
Corine Jamie Auguste  
Anushree Ashok Ayyar  
Nisrein Rawhi Yousef Barqawi  
Devin Robert Bell  
Alessandro Benedetti  
Vishal Muru Bhogesara  
Anastasia Elena Bolotowsky  
Celina Borawski  
Brandon Borrelli

* veteran
This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024.
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Master of Business Administration (continued)

Eveline Amarens Bussemaker  
Najae Nyshasha-kaye Campbell  
Xhenet Capani  
Steven Joseph Caperna  
Kenneth J. Catalic  
Nathalie Jean Cespedes  
Shubhi Chauhan  
Jennifer Chavez  
Kristi Chen  
Mukesh Kumar Chepuri  
Kanika Chhabra  
Nathalie Jean Cespedes  
Prerak Parag Dalal  
John-Sebastian De Jesus  
Arvy Manansala Dela Cruz  
Pablo De La Torre Alvarado  
Faith A. DeRosa  
Colin DeSouza  
Maria C. De Weaver-Singh  
Shruti Datta Dhapodkar  
Prashant Dimri  
Shinja Sagar Dogra  
Ornella Drory  
Ilan Meir  
Arthur Fridlin  
Christine Gaffney  
Jinali Kirit Gala  
Victoria Molly Garbuz  
Pamela Garcia-Briceno  
Lindsey M. Garito  
Kevin Michael Genito  
Austin Philip Gowan  
Elie Goishan  
Haririshna Gottimukkula  
John William Gould  
Bryant Thomas Gowen  
Kiran Hanif  
Kayla Jordan Harris  
Sanjana Harsha  
Mahmood Ul Hassan  
Daniela Hernandez  
Chunli Hong Sr.  
Dinika Hundalani  
Shaffika Hazem Husseini  
Sean Nicholas Idema  
Maciej Mark Jablonowski  
Ronak Hemant Jain  
Tanisha Hema Jalan  
Elyse Jay  
Juliana Bianca Jeaney  
Brielle G. Jones  
Mithilesh Josyabhatla  
Sydney A. Juvelier  
Janine Mary Juzdan  
Jayesh Sujay Kadam  
Rakesh Kumar Kandru  
Emma Kang  
Cindy Nicola Kapiti  
Navneet Kaur  
Brooke Leanne Kemnitz  
Ilya Kogan  
Cindy Kolaj  
Vamsee Krishna  
Nidhi Kushwah  
Neeraj Lalwani  
Jeniah Ajacio Lane  
Chayun Lai  
Jing Li  
Dolly Lokhandwala  
Jalisa Lopez  
Patricio Calvi Lopez  
Maria Esther Lopez Santos  
Kyanie Calida Louis  
Minh Duc Luong  
Jihyun Ma  
Ryan Anthony Mackey  
Jack Patrick Madden  
Raj Manepalli  
Satyaswaroop Ajay Kumar Mansinghka  
Tabitha A. Manwaring  
Samridhi Prabhakar Marri  
Benjamin W. Marshak  
Giancarlo Martire  
Navjot Matharu  
Tanmay Mehta  
Yash Sunil Mehta  
Nomin Mendaat  
Rosaora A. Mendez  
Kyle Merando  
Akanksha Sanjay Mishra  
Annamarie Faith Mohammed  
David C. Molle  
Eva Montoya Davis  
Antonia Morales  
Raven Yvette Morris  
Rumat Mostaquim  
Daniel Timothy Mulcahy  
Fnu Muskan  
Valeria Georgette Nacer Herns  
Bulelwa Ndamase  
Ethan Daniel Niggli  
Avenel Nizzardo  
Nancy Alana Nube-Lopez  
Andrew Gary Oakland  
Stephanie Marie O'Brien  
Josie Marie Olan  
Jonathan Wyatt Orce  
Edward John O'Shea  
Yigit Ozis  
Auriluz Pacheco Mejia  
Anthony Passalacqua Jr.  
Hemal Kirit Kumar Patel  
Jeet Jagdish Kumar Patel  
Saloni Sandipkumar Patel  
Matias M. Perez  
Nicholas Frank Perrone  
Bryan Joseph Powell  
Anna Yan Qin Miss  
Emily Quiroz  
Jarin S. Rahman  
Ioana Raica-Cruz  
Ruslanbek Omolsbek Ugli Rakmatov  
Fatima Rehana  
Alexander Jordan Richin  
Matthew Joseph Rinaldi  
Justin E. Roa  
Anabel Robles  
Nicholas Zachary Rolle  
Amy Rong  
Endrir Raci  
Mariam Olibesi Salami  
Laya Sampath  
Gurbir Singh Sandhu  
Natalia Janet Schabus Acuna  
Reagan Alexandra Schaeffer  
Ish Schilling  
Rakesh Surya Seelam  
Nisha Manoj Shah  
Ajay Sharma  
Vanisha Sharma  
Qinjie Shen  
Zane E. Shultz  
Amit Gyanchand Sidhani  
Sumit Nath Sidhu  
Matthew Collin Siegel  
Shaunte Stemoya Anaasca Simon  
Anand Angad Singh  
Brandon Alexander Sobotker  
Michael Anthony Sottile  
Varun Srikanth  
Jordan Michael Stewart  
Jason J. Suazo  
Akshata Gopi Swami  
Alioune Alisne Sy  
Mariea elena Tejada  
Aditya Teng  
Anshita Thakkar  
Venkata Satya Gayathri Tummalapenta  
Richard James Valerio Jr.  
Ana Vasilescu  
Bryan Thomas Viglione  
Anthony John Volpe  
Meet Mukeshkumar Vora  
Janice Vrdoljak  
Jessica Elaine Wolfe  
Vivian Jessica Wu Cen  
Brandon Zheng  
Rui Zhi  
Ling Zhou  
Diana Zhylesko  

* veteran
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Master of Science (continued)
Kush Suresh Thadhani
Shivani Nitin Thali
David Lyons Towell
Gia Han Tran
Yu-Hsuan Tseng
Stanley Eric Tsizin
Svetlana Usenko
Shivakumar S. Vangi
Amel Velic
Sai Santhosh Venkataraman
Bruno Vergara Mejia
Mandeep Walia
Peiyun Wang
Saloni Vijay Waradkar
Lesley Wu
Sitong Wu
Yulian Xu
Akshika Yadav
Kinshuk Yadav
Mahima Yadav
Jinpeng Zhang
Zihui Zhao
Anni Zhu
Xuerong Zhu

Sands College of Performing Arts
Presented by Tresmaine R. Grimes, PhD, Interim Dean

Master of Fine Arts
Blake Stephen Brundy
Sarah May Butler
Carly Jade Cooper
Cameron James Eastland
Donovan Bivins White Fowler
Peter David Hughes
Nathan Parker Jenkins
Jesse Matthew Kinstler
Jake Parker Malavsky
Natalie Estelle Marsan
Anna Marie Medley
Jacob Douglas Mierva
Zakkary Gage Ottmers
Alexa Rose Passante
Justin Tyler Schulsohn
Lauren Ann Shields
Nicolle Marie Stewart Reyes
Kelechi Nnamdi Udenkwo

School of Education
Presented by Tresmaine R. Grimes, PhD, Dean

Master of Arts
Selena Berkeley
Patricia H. Deas-Nixon
Amanda Nicole Delfino
Sarah Anne Farney
Ting Geng
Veronica Lorenzo
Joana Marmelo
Jacklyn Marie Romani
Shaday Lisa Rosario
Antonio Da Silva Soares Jr.
Nyeska Tejeda

Master of Science
Justin Lewis Goodlow
Megan Sarah Leichtman
Yeon Mi Lee
Adam Antonio Morales
Monette Alicia Questelles-Martin
Sahar Sadruddin

Master of Science for Teachers
Corinne Elaine Alexaki
Dellon Jared Alexander
Djhyno Alexandre
Leston Nigel Alexis
Fabiola Araujo
Jasmine Marie Baez
Threna Baishnab
Tahirou Barry
David M. Bassin
Diedre Bennett
Samuel Berck
Charles Gabriel Berry-Johnson
Brendan Bradfield
Jeffery Brown
Kaitlyn Annabelle Carpio
Leonnvia Amanda Carter
Jennifer Cathers
Amy Chen
Nelson Cheng
Anna Cios
Janet Coley Simpson
Allison Mariette Corralejo
Lauren Cotner
Richard Crawford
Rosanna Cruz
Rose-Marie G. Crystal
Duvalle Dache Darren
Jakeem Daniel
Tori'yah MaHogany Davis
Johanna Maria Deaza
Jose L. Delgado
Christopher Dellicamara
Laura Lisa De Los Santos
Tori Sue DiGeronimo
Connor Dixon
Monica Lynn Duke
Mah N. Ejaz
Mohamad Ahmad Eldebek
Entela Elezi
Julia Erickson
Natalia Alejandra Escorcia
Glory O. Eshareturi
Miguel Alfonso Masamayor Espinosa
Allison T. Eugene-Beharry
Justin Finn Fabrikant
Nayla Ferguson
Zoraida Figueroa
Shannon Rose Foley
Marie Elise Fontana
Tyler Foster
Olivia Rose Fried
Nicholas A. Furio
Maria Cristina Gambino
Sherry D. George

* veteran
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Master of Science for Teachers (continued)

Leora Gilkarov  
Allison Godbout  
Tasha Grant  
Indonesia Nyema Green  
Thomas Greenstein  
Brianna Jeanne Griffin  
Theresa Ann Guthrie  
Hend Hadjahmed  
Zahraa A. Harun  
Aminjah Ajala Henderson  
Viviana Hryhorowych  
Menarshi D. Hueras  
Akeeba F. Hunte  
Yara Ibrahim Ibrahim  
Kendra D. Jackson  
Jennifer Laurine James  
Danielle Janvier  
Ophaney L. Janvier  
Mariama Jaw  
Andrea M. Jenkins  
Waheedah Joelfield  
Alejandra John Francis  
Ammar Alsharif  
Aron Charles Johnson  
Raymond Jones Jr.  
Kendra Dionne Jordan  
Shannon Jordan  
Timur Mahtur Judeh  
Chaya Mushka Junik  
Zachary Logan Kaplan  
Hannah T. Kates  
Jordan Katz  
Sharin Khan  
Rayfian Avagay King  
Rifyiann Kohn Sr.  
Djenabou P. Kouame  
Avital Miriam Kurayev  
Joseph Yong-Jae Kwon  
Kimonique Lambert  
Hoiming Bonny Lee  
Pema Lhamo  
Kathleen M. Locke  
Richard Joseph Lomnitzer III  
Thomas Bernard Long  
Anna Kathryn Longo  
Stanley Lopez  
Kendall Paige Lowy  
Enas Luka  
Faith Mia Luna  
Padmawatie Madramotoo  
Nicoise Mallisham-Stewart  
Marjan Marku  
Adonis V. Mateo  
Danielle Sharisse Mauldin  
Michael A. Mayorga  
Mary Hope McDaniel  
Gina McFarland  
Angelica Marie McKessy  
Lissette McLean  
Nabila Yasmin Medlin  
Yael Meirov  
Savannah Olivia Mendes  
Caitlin M. Miles  
Steven Thomas Moller  
Analia Marianne Moore  
Michelle Lee Moreno  
Wafaa Moustafa  
Sumia Mow  
Yahia Musa  
Krishanta Nagassar  
Aliza Nisanov  
Sylvia Nosowicz  
Luis A. Nunez Jr.  
Emmanuel Uchechukwu Nwokelo II  
Caitlin Maria Ocasio  
Edugie Blessing Odigie  
Rosemary Oquendo  
Julia Padof  
Rachael Alexandra Pecoraro  
Julianna Marie Peduzzi  
Juan A. Pena  
Avia Taylor Petrillo  
Karuna S. Philip  
Elena Marie Pinciario  
Michelle M. Pinkston  
Lauren Elizabeth Pizzullo  
William J. Powers  
Christian K. Pretto  
Sabrina Alexis Pucha  
Amber Tobi Puglisi  
Andy Qiu  
Kelsey Elizabeth Quain  
Dunia Qudsi  
Anisa Rahman  
Kassandra Renza  
Joselina Reynoso  
Eliana Rips  
Krystal Yaritsa Rivera  
Giovanna Imani Rodney  
Ayanna N. Rodriguez  
Destini Marie Rosario  
Jeson Rosario  
Vincenzo Ruggiero  
Tkeyah Russell  
Jacquelyn Sagastume  
Galina Sagno  
Elyse Germaine Samojedny  
Justin Lanier Samples  
Jaclyn Rose Schneider  
Robert Charles Scopelliti III  
Deshanna Joan Scott  
Amit P. Seeram  
Brandon Michael Shea  
Brendan Smith  
Quinaya Nicole Smith  
Terrence Smith  
Aracelis Sosa  
Gabriella Analys Dolores Soto  
George Spilios  
Alexandra M. Stenger  
Alexandra Nicole Storen  
Nurseli Tamer  
Benjamin Taub  
Jesse Evan Tavarez  
Kaitlyn Joyce Tharp  
Christine M. Thierry  
Antonio Thompson  
Sabrina Elizabeth Tollis  
William Tyler  
Juan Carlos Vergara  
Rachel Viani  
Sashagale Weise  
Jasmine Sierra White  
Richard A. Whittier  
Grace Woodruff  
Bret Zheng Yu Xu  
Stephan André Chreighton Young  
Avigael Pnina Yusupov  
Liza Annette Zamora  
Charlyn Zeron  
Yingna Zhang

Master of Science in Education

Brooke A. Alexander  
Kathryn Mary Arrowitz  
Jasmine Gladys Aureliens  
Angela Nicole Belizze  
Gabriela Alejandra Borrayo  
Rochelle Claudiina Cadogan  
Matthew Cerverizzo  
Gina DellaDonna  
Delilah June Doyle  
Kevin Kayahan Eviner  
Stephanie Felizardo  
Roman Matthew Fiscella  
Greghan Fischer  
Carla I. Fonseca Gonzalez  
Josep Frary  
Emily Elizabeth Giampietro  
Melissa Gjuraj  
Ella Mia Grandprey  
Hans J. Harburg  
Fanon S.C. Harris  
Samantha Rose Hirschhorn  
Mary Ellen Jack  
Jennifer Ann Kane  
Caitlyn Karagiannopoulos  
Grace Jane Kennedy  
Caroline Elizabeth Knechtges  
Michelle Catherine Macri

* veteran
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Master of Science in Education (continued)
Melissa Jeanette Maliniak
Jessica Ashleigh Martino
Jocelyn Victoria Matera
Lana McLaughlin
Ketitsha Sade Nwanye
Andrew Patrick Parisi
Alexis Danielle Pazmino
Yasmin Peralta
Kristin Amanda Polera
Sarah Mildred Powel
Ilda Radonic
Jamie Radwan
Alianna Naomi Ramos
Jennifer Riddo
Caleb R. Russell
Rory J. Russell
Emma Salesin
Natalie Kate Salomon
Dean Joseph Santorelli
Emily Paige Sardo
Joanne J. Vanterpool
Erik Nicholas Viner
Jordan Olivia Whooley
Amy Ming Hua Zhang

Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies
Erika Marie Aanonsen
Jennifer C. Camacho
Jacqueline Marie Cameron
Georgette Charalambous
Katelyn Chrisville
Natasha Annetta Harris
Jacqueese Harrison
Thei Johnson Cherry
Anne Pleban Kahl
Theadora Grace Mastoros
Leiliana A. Naomi
Alyssa Postman Putzel
Haleigh Reutershan
Allison Jennifer Shapiro

Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems
Presented by Jonathan H. Hill, DPS, Dean

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
Gunjan Asrani
Sandra Lee Kopecky

Doctor of Professional Studies
Lauren A. Clarke
Lisa Ellrodt
Paxton J. Louis
John P. Sherlock

Master of Science
Adiyya Aalokam
Gunjan Asrani
Jonathan Joel Arriaga
Olive Arroyo
Pushpak Nagren Atey
Hanith Atluri
Sai Namrata Atturu
Abdul Aleem Ausim
Sai Manish Avasarala
Dipali Vijay Avhad
Pawan Narasimha Avvari
Priyanka Avvari
Rishabh Awasthy
Vaibhav Mukeshbhai Babariya
Ram Prakash Babu
Manohar Reddy Bachannagari
Soni Bachu
Nanthianil Milo Baez
Tabish Ali Bahadur
Vatsalkumar Upeeshbhai Balar
Sreenu Banavath
Nikhil Venkat Bandaru
Saheeth Reddy Bandela
Shanthi Bangi
Ashok Banoth
Archana Barka
Chetan Basnet
Bhargavi Bathini
Abhilash Reddy Battu
Yogesh Sanjay Bavale
Lavakumar Benachanahalli Ramegowda
Brittany Benjamin
Nidhi Shyamsundar Berde
Anil Kumile Bethapudi
Saloni Pravinkumar Bhaiya
Smit Prashant Bhanushali
Dipesh Sanjay Bharambe
Purvansh Bhatt
Tirthraj Ajaykumar Bhattr
Tinkle Vilesh Bhatt
Krunal Bhavsar
Yash Dasharath Bhavsar
Rahul Chaud Bhogavilli
Shalini Bhoosarapu
Ashwini Devendra Bhorade
Nikhil Bha Bhosale
Nisarg Rajubhai Bhuva
Uma Maheshwari Bichinapally
Prateeksha Sachin Biswas
Nicholas Salvatore Blandino
Hanumanth Reddy Bobba
Alekhya Boddu
Shethala Boggarapu
Sai Kiran Bokkala
Alekhya Bommineni
Dileep Bompelli

✯ veteran
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Diana Adrienne Kaltenborn
Bala Sahithi Kamana
Pushpak Kamisetty
Kavita Ramakant Kamtekar
Harshitha Kanakapura Anantharaju
Saichand reddy Kanchcharla
Sasi Kumar Kandibilla Bhaskar
Venkata Sai Rohith Kandikattu
Katherine Kan
Saurabh Santosh Kane
Rakesh Reddy Kangari
Venkatesh Kaniganti
Siva ram Kanikanti
Sruthiben Vinubhai Kankotiya
Yash Ranjit Kantharia
Nikhil Kanumuri
Daulet Kapezov
Vivek Ashok Karhale
Lisa Karimova
James Philip Karoly Jr.
Naga Sai Lilith Jeji Babu Karri
Sreeja Reddy Karukonda
Vignan Kasam
Manasa Reddy Kasarla
Sean Edward Kassen
Ajay Kasu
Shiva Sourav Kasula
Akshay Kumar Katageri
Vaishnavi Kataram
Mahesh Nitin Kate
Priyanka Katikam
Sai Rahul Kesa
Manikanta Kethireddy
Shubham Manish Khairnar
Jinesh Narayan Khatiya
Saurabh Khatri
Mayuri Mallikarjun Khed
Mani Chandana Kilaru
Akshay Kumar Kolimi
Nithin Mohan Kollam
Artem Kolmogorov
Divya Sivani Kona
Nambinachar Devendran Konar
Gowthami Konda
Vaishnavi Konda
Rithika Kondapalli
Aishwarya Kongari
Guna Sai Koniki
Tejaswi Koppula
Sai Ram Shivaji Kopuri
Supriya Jitendra Kore
Sai Teja Koribilli
Sai Eswar Rushideep Kotamraju
Manideep Kumar Reddy Kotha
Rutik Rajeshkumar Kothwala
Hari Harra Mmurthy Krishnamoorthy
Karan Ksheersagar
Jiatao Kuang
Jaipal Kuchi
Nayya Sonem Kukkudapu
Gayatri Kishor Kulikarni
Pranit Mohan Kumbhar
Venkata Sai Naveen Reddy Kunduru
Unmesha Suryakan Kupekar
Suprja Kusam
Jayesh Lad
Sai Eswar Reddy Lakka
Uday Kiran Lakkineni
Asma Batool Lalamiah
Susanna Paivikki Lammervo
Mukhes Laudya
Xiaofeng Leng
Sai Sranvan Levaka
Taurean Drelli Lewis*
Qianye Li
Jiayi Liang
Sobbin Lim
Kelly Liu
YuXiang Liu
Vamsi Krishna Logisa
Dheeraj Lokesh
Stuart Grant Lowe
Brian Lynn
Charan Raju M
Genius Michael Machado
Leanna L. Machado
Srinath Madagoni
Siva Krishna Maddela
Dheeraj Kumar Maddineni
Manoj Kumar Madhavarapu
Shubham Harishchandra Madhavi
Muttapally Madhvika
Laxman Madipadige
Sankeerth Reddy Malapati
Sai Teja Malladi
Kiranmayee Mallapragada
Charitha Mallipeddi
Priyabhavana Reddy Mallugari
Rishika Rachel Manda
Abyinak Nakul Mandal
Sai Sandeep Mandava
Vedant Satish Mandre
Pratik Shashikant Mane
Rushda Zameer Mansuri
Pruthvi Raj Reddy Mantri
Nellima Marepalli
Nishanth Kumar Maroju
Partheesw Marwah
Muneeb Mastan
Pierre Antoine Mathew
Vaibhav Avinash Mayekar
Yuga Kapil Krishna Maytharametla
Marissa V. McCaffrey
Angel Medina
Koval Jasm In Mehta
Prathyusha Mekala
Veena Mekala
Jagadeesh Mekhapoltha
John Augusto Melo
Durga Bhavani Prasad Menda
Rahul Ignat Mendes
Alondra Merino
Samyak Rakesh Meshram
Ankit Vilas Mhatre
Riddhi Santosh Mhatre
Sarthak Mishra
Shashank Avinash Mishra
Shubham Mishra
Mihika Mishra
Shubham Mittal
Yogeshwar Modern
Monil Samir Mody
Maryam Mooei Meybodi
Ankit Surendra Mohadikar
Abdul Rahman Mohammed
Fnu Mohammed Sahil
Mamoan Rasheed Mohammed
Shahed Akhtar Mohammad
Divyaa Mohankumar
Fahmi Monsur
Jasmine Marie Montes
Aishwarya Milind More
Mrunmay Sandeep More
Vrushali Prakash More
Balu Venkat Motaparthi
Lakshmi Manasa Movva
Alekhya Mudunuri
John Michael Mueller
Maniraj Mukka
Vamshi Krishna Reddy Mukkisa
Naga Lavanya Mukku
Muktika Muktika Manohar
Akhil Reddy Mula
Bharath Mullur Vijaya Kumar
Anthony DeJesus Munoz
Muralikrishna Muralimohan Sreedevi
Laxman Yadav Musti
Hemanvitha Mulpalli
Ramya Mynampati
Likith Nadendla
Sreeja Nagisetty
Aishwarya Suresh Nair
Mahesh Sagar Nakka
Kamesh Nalla
Sumit Naikwadi
Amarendra Reddy Namburi
Tharan Teja Namila
Harshal Rajendra Nanavare
Devyanie Vineet Nandanwar
Kiran Kumar Nandula Matham
Sasank Nannapaneni
Maneesha Narahari
Swetha Narasimhan
Sangeetha Narayanasamy
Arjun Reddy Nareddy
Saith Chowdary Narukulla
Amala Manohar Natu
Rahul Anand Nayanegali
Kushal Arya Neela
Pooja Nelavelli

* veteran

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024.
Master of Science (continued)

Fnu Nidhi Varghese
Venkatesh Sidumukkala
Musa Nishat
Gaelle Noel
Eddie Norwood
Venkata Sandeep Nukavarapu
Anusha Nunna
Sasipriya Nidumukkala
Uzochukwu Edwin Nwobi
Amelie Gina Obas
Oritsetimeyin Joshua Oke
Oluwakemi (Kemi) Rachel Olatunji
Christopher Ospina
Ashish Padma
Sindhuja Pagadala
Bhakti Pravin Palkar
Siva Sai Palli
Priyanka Reddy Pallapolu
Sakshi Virendra Pandirkar
Raj KishorKumar Pardiwala
Tejaswini Paritala
Fnu Pariva
Alan Parmar
Shane Donbosco Parmar
Saloni Dilip Pasad
Tharun Reddy Pasham
Aakash Akhil Patel
Ayush Vimalkumar Patel
Dhruv Harishkumar Patel
Dhruv Sanjaykumar Patel
Dhyey Dharmendra Patel
Dipen Mahendrakumar Patel
Gayathri Raj Patel
Harshiv Sarvoday Patel
Jil Kishor Patel
Kaya Harshad Dahyabhai Patel
Kunj Dinesh Patel
Miliben Vineshkumar Patel
Parth Animeshkumar Patel
Pooja Girishkumar Patel
Ruchit Snehal Patel
Shivani Narsinhbhai Patel
Siddharthkumar Kamleshbhai Patel
Tirthkumar Mukeshkumar Patel
Yash Sudhir Patel
Yashkumar Parvottambhai Patel
Aditya Vijay Patil
Divyesh Jayant Patil
Mangesh Sadashiv Patil
Shruti Sanjay Sanjay Patil
Suruchi Patil
Musthafa Pattan
Pakkeeta Pavan Sai
Uday Pavuluri
Omkar Pawar
Saylee Dilip Pawar
Ajay Kumar Peduri
Chandu Pentala
Jaya Venkata Vara Sai Prakash Perumalla
Muhammad Arslan Pervaiz
Nam Pham
Phuong Thanh Pham
Relson Cyprian Pinto
Shashidhar Pinumalla
Raj Pitamber
Erni Nicole Poche
Sushmitha Reddy Poddaturu
Tharun Prakash Poli
Sumanth Reddy Ponaka
Aman Prakash
Nuzhat Noor Islam Prova
Hitesh Pulivarthi
Sujay Purra
Subrahmanyar Arun Pusapati
Sai Sushima Chowdary Pusuluri
Vinay Pusuluri
Ravi Putti
Prithvi Girish Raimangya
Rajeevan Anvar Rais
Bala Bhargavi Rajanala
Saurabh Singh Manoharsingh Rajput
Uday Kiran Rajula
Aditya Rajurkar
Yashshita Bharathbhai Raykoli
Surya Mitra Reddy Ram
Krushal Rama
Amey Satyawan Rane
Atrey Abhay Raorane
Nikhil Kumar Ratakonda
Prajakt Rathe
Sachin Shrinant Rathod
Sankalp Bharat Raut
Siddharth Ravirala
Nikhil Ravuri
Manisha Chandrashekar Reddy
Michael Andres Reidy
Uttarina Roay
Noel Sam Routhu
Saumya Roy
Harish Naik Sabawath
Huzefa Shabbir Sadikot
Aditi Saha
Avishek Saha
Sudip Saha
Sujay Sanjay Sail
Ajinkya Sunil Sakharikar
Suresh Saladi
Dhanasri Salla
Suraj Rajendra Salunkhe
Surekha Maruti Salunkhe
Akash Saha
Sai Karthik Saha
Vineeth Goud Sancharla
Fnu Sandeep Umnikrishnan
Vineeth Raju Sanke
Manoj Kumar Sannamuri
Somil Haresh Saparia
Suganeshwar Savadamuthu
Shweta Ashwini Shashikant Sawant
Daniel Sayegh
Ravi Teja Reddy Seelam
Varun Seetha
Prathima Seethalam Radhakrishna
Derek James Semon
Mikel Nnami Semple
Jash Sandeep Seema Shah
Jigar Jitendra Shah
Malav Abhaybhai Shah
Poojan Sunilkumar Shah
Rakshit Sandip Shah
Siddharam Niles Shah
Yash Bindesh Shah
Afreen Shaik
Nagul Meera Shaik
Nagul Meera Shaik
Shahbab Shaukat Shaikh
Tahera Shaikh
Varseethe Shamala
Akshat Ulas Shanbhag
Swathi Shanmugasundaram
Ayush Sharma
Neha Sharma
Ruchi Sharma
Tarun Sharma
Vailbhan Sharma
 Dharmesh Baleshwor Shaw
Evis Shehu
Krushil Ashwinbhai Shelaadiya
Danielle Shelton
Tulasi Sherla
Linhui Shi
Valentine Shidlovskiy
Mugdha Mangesh Shinde
Prashant Haridas Shinde
Rushabh Rashmabh Shingala
Aashlesha Digambar Shirole
Omkar Dattatray Shitole
Fnu Shri Ram
Ashvin Shukla
Udita Pranav Shukla
Ronald Ismael Simbana Mendia
Chandra Vardhan Reddy Singareddy
Abhishek Devendra Singh
Arshdeep Singh
Divya Jeanelle Singh
Sajal Singh
Shakti Singh
Htat Myet Sandy Soe
Vivek Vinay Somani
Jennifer Michelle Sommer
Pooja Hemant Solanki
Kiran Chandrakant Songire
Aditya Sood
Bansariben Sureshbhai Sorathiya
Neha Srinivasaih
Vishnuvardhan Srinivasan
Sanjeev Kumar Srinivasan Khanna
Srija Reddy Srirathi
Sanketh Subhas
Ashish Sudam

★ veteran

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the December 2023 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and August 2024.
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Master of Science (continued)

Mukesh Suddala
Brunda Sulikunte Gangadhara Reddy
Abhishek Sunil
Karthik Sura
Adarsh Suresh
Sai Vikas Surinila
Tushar Kamalaksha Suvarna
Yunos Syed
Indevara Tadikonda
Vineet Sanjay Tamhane
Hema Sree Tangella
Tejareddy Tanubuddhi
Sai Kumar Tata
Ibrahim Tchedre
Tejeshwar Reddy
Mansi Ajayrao Thakare
Mounika Krishna Thalla
Sai Nikhil Reddy Thammana
Rishanth Thampulla
Antony Leo Thangadurai
Aravind Thangalapally
Rishitha Thangalapelly
Sai Meghana Thatikonda
Charan Thatimalla
Monish Ritvik Thota
Anusha Thumalapally
Chandani Jayantibhai Thumar
Anil Babu Totla
Sai Harshanan Tridandapani
Niyati Nilesh Trivedi
Urmil Nitinbhai Trivedi
Yadu Vamsikrishna Yadav Udatha
Rohit Ujjare
Doris Ulysse
Sarath Upadrista
Gowri Sai Anirudh Uppaluri
Akshara Uppu
Sahas Prince Vaggu
Jigar Bhagwandas Vaishnav
Brahmaiah Vallepuru
Sunaina Reddy Valluru
Manas Vani
Yogesh Varadharaj
Mounik Varakuti
Yashaswini Vardamanukota
Pavan Kumar Varkala
Jayaram Varre
Alsten Ignatius Vaz
Rajkoushik Velamarthi
Dhanusha Veluvolu
Bharadwaja Vemulapally
Sharath Chandra Vemulapally
Deeksha Venkatesh
Priyanka Venna
Rohith Reddy Vennam
Stephen Verasamy
Aayushi Verma
Maheswari Vidyaadharani
Prasanthini Viswanathan
Vincent Eric Vitale
Swetha Voora
Yash Pinal Vora
Teja Vuppula
Komal Nandkishor Wagh
Andy Wang
Meng Kun Wang
Arielle Brigitte Watson
Nishan Sakia Weekes
Kelsey Delaney Woods
Yincao Xu
Nayan Ravindra Yadav
Prerna Pradeep Yadav
Samarasimha Reddy Yalaka
Lavanya Yalamarty
Qian Yang
Anivi Reddy Yarabolu
Nuthan Prasad Yasam
Yashwant Kumar
Chitra Lekha Yatham
Sasidhar Yellanki
Venkata Kavya Yerra
Onur Berke Yesil
Amir Zakik
Filippo Zallocco
Bisheng Zeng
Houqi Zhan
Xi Zhou
Honghao Zhu

Elisabeth Haub School of Law
Presented by Horace E. Anderson Jr., JD, Dean

Doctor of Juridical Science
Umair Saleem

Master of Laws in Comparative Legal Studies
Yasaman Aghazadeh Ayyoby
Viviana Aguilis Fuentes
Ucler Cagri Bozkurt
Nandita Gera*
Veronica Matos de Souza
Steffen Soendergaard Pedersen**

Master of Laws in Environmental Law
Fredrick Bamwine•
Sarah Estelle Maelle Batellier*
Elena Bonetti•
Joseph Striker Brown**
Sarah Jacqueline Hoesch**
Isabella Mazzei*

Degree of Juris Doctor
Kimberly Alice Abrahall•
Eric Jacob Adler•
Mario Albujar
Stephanie August Areford*
Woord Atiyat*
Hannah Leigh Atkinson*
Shelly Nicole Aucay-Minchalo•
Devin John Auriana-§
Ethan Stuart Baer*
Marisa Barber**
Stefanie Ann Baroutoglou*
Joseph Phillip Beletti-Naccarato**
Benjamin A. Belfar
Jonathan T. Beucler•
Gabrielle Biard
Robert Miguel Bleakley
Samantha Maria Blend**
Briania G. Bloomer•

** summa cum laude; * magna cum laude; • cum laude; § Pace Environmental Law Review; ¶ Pace International Law Review; § Pace Law Review; ∗ veteran.
This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the January 2024 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and September 2024. (Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)
Amanda Nicole Bombino
Michael Nicolas Boncardo
Alexis Cynthia Borders
Benjamin D. Bovi
Mariah Rose Bowman
Rober Z. Brandy
Richard Anthony Brewster
Kaylin Vashti Bridgall
Joshua Douglas Briggs
Rebecca Rose Brignolo
Sophia Tekla Bristol
Adrian E. Broe
Adrianna Brooks
Samatha Catherine Brugger
Mandi Rose Bruns
Josephine Buckley
Sean Patrick Burke
Victoria J. Buzzanca
Kaitlyn Anne Cameron
Christopher John Campanelli
Ulises Campche
Charles Kuhlthau Caspari
Haleigh Anne Catalano
Pamela Cespedes
Daye Chen
Junyung Cho
Hunter Ian Churgin
Lena Camille Constable
Daniel Victor Conte
Rubí-Dee Dijaun Cooper
Raquel D. Coppola
Danielle Angela Corsi
Zachary Tyler Crosby
Arianna Aida Cruickshank
Oscar Cruz-Machado
Bianca Marie Cuccinello
Addie Jean Cusick-Loecher
L. Danielle Cylich
Margaret Julia Cyr-Ohngemach
Isabella D'Alesio
Alvin Karl Dastine
Michelle Alexa David
Zachary Lubitz David
Idalis Davis
Marco Del Grosso
Joseph John Demonte
Chloe Madison Devanny
Dominic Louis DeVito
Isabella Giuseppina DiCosmo
Michael Harris Diekow
Michael DiMaria
Amanda Paige Dinkin
Kaitlynn Elisabeth Dixon
James Dolan
Steven Mario Donofrio
Carolyn Elora Drell
Tucker David Ecke
Isabella Anna Etner
Stephanie Eleftheriou
Ghadeer Jamil Essa
Luis Rafael Evangelista
Zachary Andrew Brown Fader
Brianna Grace Fanzo
Katherine R. Farley
Ralph Fasano
Nicolas Hudson Fedele
Brittany Fernandez
Julie Arden Ficks
Colleen Foley
Leah Rose Frattellone
Lauryn Paige Fulton
Antony Galvano
Andrea Garcia
Vanessa Gabriela Garcia
Dane Joseph Gesang
Kelsey Glyn
Ilena Alimee Gomez Alburquerque
Jacqueline Ann Graf
James Phillip Green
Brianna Marie Grimes
Lindsey Marie Guadagni
Barbara Anne Hachmann Sarmiento
Molly Rose Hammersmith
Ashley Seungyi Han
Tavian Raymond Harris
Isabelle Anna Hayes
Matthew James Hayes
Kaitlyn A. Hecht
Destinee Marie Heggie
Laura Heldman
Courtney Anne Henf
Jack Alexander Herndon
Gina Hervey
Fiona Kathleen Herzig
Samantha Morgan Hirakal
Morgan Hotmer
Jillian Rose Houle
Boris Grushko
Jennifer Caroline Iodice
Rianna L. Iorillo
Melissa Maria Iturralde
Gabriella M. Izquierdo
Beth Jennings
Magonia Sarah Joodi
Ethan Kahn
Michael George Kayal
Katherine Ariel Keating
Mary Elizabeth Kellerman
Joseph David Kelso
Sarah May Kissel
Nicholas William Kocaj
Anamaria N. Kucinska
Maira M. Kuschman
Nicholas Lamari
Brian R. Lavallee
Alexandra Lao
Jessica-Taylor Leaman
Alexis Tollman Lehrer
Brooke Tyler Levinson
Crystal Lichtenberger
Samantha Ann Lopez
Catherine Louie
Delaney Susan Lukowski
Grace Sophie Magrino
Kaitlin R Maguire
Kaitlyn Marchant
Emily Garner Marchesani
Hayley Brooke Margulis
Tatiana Christine Martin
Gianna Masucci
Scotty Mathurin
Matthew Charles Mattesi
Kathryn Marie McBryan
Mary Elizabeth McCaffrey
Sean David McMasters
Aidan McNally
Gigi McQuillan
Jaylene Alexa Mejia
Brooke Megan Mercaldi
Jazmine Merino
Olivia Marie Micalizzi
Gabriella Rose Michel
Maggie Minas
Brittany Mira-McLaughlin
Abby Elizabeth Miscioscia
Iman Momeni
Anthony Frank Monticello
Nicholas P. Moustakas
Nikki Muccio
Michael Mullins
Isabelle Ruth Nebel
Alexis Neunteufel
Claudia Ni Buachalla
Camille Nicolas
Nour Obeidallah
Logan Hunter O'Connell
Jonathan O'Connor
Isabella Oppendisano
Alanna E. Orr
Oguzhan Ozdemir
Jade Renee Pagel
Chelsea Anne Paglia
Tatiana Christine Martin
Kellie R. Palermo
Harriet Palmer
Kristin Athena Paradissis
Aaron Z. Parisier
Suchit Hemant Patel
Victoria Pawlak
Hailey Elizabeth Pedicano
Analyse Guadalupe Peña
Josephine Pena
Gabriella Gomes Pereira
Isabel Morgan Perez
Theresa Marie Persico
Ariana R. Peterman
Hannah Marie Pettis
Samuel Scot Pine

* summa cum laude; † magna cum laude; • cum laude; • Pace Environmental Law Review; † Pace International Law Review; § Pace Law Review; ✯ veteran.
This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the January 2024 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and September 2024. (Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)
### Degree of Juris Doctor (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caterina Pizzuti</td>
<td>Gregory Nicholas Scavelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Hope Powers*§</td>
<td>Victoria Anne Scavo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guy Mendel Punter</td>
<td>Victoria Rose Schulman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Ramig</td>
<td>Christopher Ryan Schultz*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin J. Ramos*</td>
<td>Gabrielle Marie Schwab*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Rasco</td>
<td>Kathleen Anne Seavy***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam Michael Rattigan·</td>
<td>Anna Miyuki Sekiguchi·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Maria Rehfeld·</td>
<td>Jessica Catherine Serpe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Moises Reyes*§</td>
<td>Marissa Shea·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Rose Rinaldi·</td>
<td>Nikhil Raj Sindwani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert Gallegos Romero</td>
<td>Helen Alexandra Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey Brooke Rosen·</td>
<td>Grace Soh·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Lawrence Rubino·</td>
<td>Aaron Maxwell Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert S. Rule·</td>
<td>Alexandra Stata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Russo</td>
<td>Samuel Mark Stewart*‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Anne Ruzza</td>
<td>Dana Suka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Leigh Sammon·§</td>
<td>Danielle Tallman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darius Nephtail Santana</td>
<td>Michael Kent Tallman II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin James Savino·‡</td>
<td>Ellie Holleran Taranto*§</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Advanced Certificate in Environmental Law

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Leigh Atkinson</td>
<td>Zachary Andrew Brown Fader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Stuart Baer</td>
<td>Jacqueline Ann Graf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Barber</td>
<td>Brianna Marie Grimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Beletti-Naccarato</td>
<td>Molly Rose Hammersmith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Maria Blend</td>
<td>Ashley Seungyi Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariah Rose Bowman</td>
<td>Isabelle Anna Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Douglas Briggs</td>
<td>Laura Heldman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria J. Buzzanca</td>
<td>Jack Alexander Herndon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena Camille Constable</td>
<td>Fiona Kathleen Herzig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Victor Conte</td>
<td>Jillian Rose Houle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Alexa David</td>
<td>Gabriella M. Izquierdo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominic Louis DeVito</td>
<td>Catherine Louie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Giuseppina DiCosmo</td>
<td>Tatiana Christine Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Harris Diekow</td>
<td>Sean David McMasters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlynn Elisabeth Dixon</td>
<td>Brooke Megan Mercaldi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Elnor Drell</td>
<td>Gabriella Rose Mickel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Advanced Certificate in International Law

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mariah Rose Bowman</td>
<td>Alvin Karl Dastine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylin Vashti Bridgall</td>
<td>Michael Harris Diekow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella D'Alesio</td>
<td>Luis Rafael Evangelista</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexis Neunteufel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logan Hunter O'Connell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Josephine Pena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theresa Marie Persico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Scott Pine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guy Mendel Punter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexandra Rose Rinaldi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corey Brooke Rosen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nicole Leigh Sammon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kathleen Anne Seavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anna Miyuki Sekiguchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Mark Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domenick Joseph Torchio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harrison R. Tulman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sara Uzatmaciyan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Advanced Certificate in Health Law and Policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rubi-Dee Dijaun Cooper</td>
<td>Brooke Tyler Levinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dane Joseph Gesang</td>
<td>Alexis Neunteufel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erica Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nikhil Raj Sindwani</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Master of Environmental Management

**Joint Degree with Yale University School of Forestry and Environmental Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Catherine Brugger</td>
<td>Brooke Megan Mercaldi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Julia Cyr-Ohngemach</td>
<td>Gabriella Rose Mickel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**summa cum laude; * magna cum laude; † cum laude; ‡ Pace Environmental Law Review; § Pace International Law Review; P Pace Law Review; */ veteran.**

This list is NOT official. It contains the names of the January 2024 graduates and candidates for degrees in May and September 2024. (Honors are awarded pending computation of final grades. Certificates are announced pending evaluation of requirements.)
Honoring
2023 Candidates for Degrees

Lubin School of Business
Presented by Lawrence G. Singleton, PhD, Dean

Master of Science in Taxation
Melisa Alvarez Fardello
Mahesh Araganji
Meghha AshokkummarBarmecha
Ashutosh
Ketki Bhadani
Pragneshkumar Gadhvi
Gunjan Kanani
Rachana Kanichial

Vinod Kumar Kolar Nyathanna
Sreedhar Kode
Krishnaraj
Sweta Kumari
Pavan Lalwani
Poornima Mara Naveen
Krishna Prasad Mocherla
Manuja Mohanan

Pavan Raj Nakk
Anupriya Panjwani
Saumyashree Singh
Vinay Kumar Venkatesh
Manjunatha M. Venkatesh Reddy
Mansi M. Vinchhi
Kasi Viswanath Peri
# Recent Recipients of Honorary Degrees

## 2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Telfar Clemens '08</td>
<td>Liberian-American Fashion Designer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senator Elizabeth Warren, JD</td>
<td>US Senator from Massachusetts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Mann, PhD</td>
<td>Legal Scholar and Professor of Law at Harvard Law School</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Honorable Eric Adams</td>
<td>Mayor of New York City</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baroness Ariane de Rothschild '88, '90</td>
<td>Financier and Philanthropist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congresswoman Grace Meng</td>
<td>US House of Representatives, Sixth Congressional District of New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hon. Leticia James</td>
<td>New York State Attorney General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Ozuah, MD, PhD</td>
<td>President and CEO of Montefiore Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francine Berman, PhD</td>
<td>Distinguished professor of computer science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin B. Tucker, JD</td>
<td>First Deputy Commissioner, New York City Police Department</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossana Rosado '83</td>
<td>Secretary of State, New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Plepler</td>
<td>Former Chairman and CEO, Home Box Office (HBO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah J. Glick</td>
<td>New York State Assembly Member, 66th Assembly District of Lower Manhattan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eric Gonzalez, JD</td>
<td>District Attorney, Kings County</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hon. Robert G.M. Keating</td>
<td>Senior Advisor to the President, Pace University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James McBride</td>
<td>Bestselling author, musician, and screenwriter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David A. Swope</td>
<td>Chairman and Founder, Club Fit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmen Fariña '88</td>
<td>Former Chancellor, New York City Department of Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Hawrys Simons, PhD</td>
<td>Co-Founder, Simons Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene Sankoff</td>
<td>Actor, writer, lyricist, and composer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Recipients listed in the order in which degrees were conferred.*
*Titles given are titles at time of degree conferral.*
The history of academic dress dates back to the early days of the oldest universities. A statute of 1321 required all "Doctors, Licentiates, and Bachelors" of the University of Coimbra to wear gowns. In England, during the second half of the 14th century, the statutes of certain colleges forbade "excess in apparel" and prescribed the wearing of a long gown. It is still a question whether academic dress finds its sources chiefly in ecclesiastical or in civilian dress. Gowns may have been worn for warmth in the unheated buildings frequented by medieval scholars, while hoods seem to have served to cover the tonsured head until replaced by the skull cap. In time, the skull cap was replaced by the mortarboard caps that are used widely today.

In 1895, the Intercollegiate Bureau of Academic Costume was formed to establish a suitable code of academic dress for the colleges and universities of the United States. The academic costume code recognizes three types of gowns, usually black. The gown for the bachelor’s degree has pointed sleeves. The gown for the master’s degree has long, closed sleeves with the arc of a circle near the bottom. A doctor’s gown is faced with velvet, and has full, round, open sleeves bearing three bars of velvet on each sleeve. The velvet facing and bars may either be black or the color distinctive of the subject to which the degree pertains. The hood is made of a material identical to the gown and is lined in the official academic color of the institution conferring the degree. When the institution has more than one color, the chevron is used to introduce the second color. For Pace University, the official colors found in the hood are blue and gold. Colored velvet or velveteen binds the hood and indicates the subject to which the degree pertains.

For all academic purposes, the colors associated with the various subjects at Pace University are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts, Letters, Humanities</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce, Accountancy, Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Professions, Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Professions, Health Science</td>
<td>Sage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Professions, Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot, Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Professions, Nutrition and Dietetics</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Professions, Occupational Therapy</td>
<td>Slate Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Professions, Physician Assistant</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalism, Publishing</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Royal Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Adapted from *American Colleges and Universities*, 11th edition, 1973)
Pace University strives to foster intellectual growth, ethical maturity, civic responsibility, and professionalism in specific disciplines. Honor societies at Pace University play a vital role in advancing these goals. All national and international honor societies recognize academic excellence, promote scholarship, and enrich the educational experience. Members benefit from fellowship between students, faculty, and active professionals. Honor societies are keys that open doors to graduate school, career opportunities, and professional development. Membership in an honor society bestows honor, recognition, and lifetime distinction.

Students who are members in national and international honor societies are distinguished by wearing a colored cord around their neck. The colors and the honor society they represent are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Honor Society</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Chi – National College Honor Scholarship Society</td>
<td>Blue and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Iota Delta – National Honor Society in the Decision Sciences (Lubin)</td>
<td>Green and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Phi Sigma – National Criminal Justice Honor Society (Dyson)</td>
<td>Blue and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta Alpha Psi – National Honor Society for Accounting, Finance, and Information Systems (Lubin)*</td>
<td>Black and Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta Beta Beta – National Biological Honor Society (Dyson)</td>
<td>Dark Red and Dark Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta Gamma Sigma – Premier International Honor Society for Business (Lubin)*</td>
<td>Blue and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma Kappa Alpha – National Italian Honor Society (Dyson)</td>
<td>Red, White, and Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Key International Honour Society</td>
<td>Blue and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Delta Pi – International Education Honor Society (Education)</td>
<td>Purple and Jade Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Mu Epsilon – National Mathematics Honor Society (Dyson)</td>
<td>Pink and Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambda Pi Eta – National Communications Honor Society (Dyson)</td>
<td>Red, White, and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambda Sigma – National Honor Society for Second-Year Students</td>
<td>Blue and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omicron Delta Epsilon – International Honor Society in Economics (Lubin)*</td>
<td>Gold and Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Alpha Theta – National History Honor Society (Dyson)</td>
<td>Madonna Red and Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Sigma Iota – International Foreign Language Honor Society (Dyson)*</td>
<td>Royal Purple and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Alpha – National Honor Society for Physician Assistants (CHP)*</td>
<td>Dark Green and Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Alpha Alpha – National Honor Society for Public Affairs and Public Administration</td>
<td>Blue and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Delta Phi – National French Honor Society (Dyson)</td>
<td>Blue, White, and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Gamma Mu – International Honor Society in Social Sciences (Dyson)*</td>
<td>White and Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Lambda Theta – International Education Honor Society (Education)*</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Lambda Theta – National Honor Society for Political Science (Dyson)</td>
<td>Red, White, and Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Sigma Alpha – National Honor Society for Political Science (Dyson)</td>
<td>Red, White, and Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Theta Epsilon – National Honor Society of Occupational Therapy (CHP)</td>
<td>Blue and Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psi Chi – National Honor Society in Psychology (Dyson)*</td>
<td>Blue and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Alpha Pi – The National Society of Leadership and Success (NSLS)</td>
<td>Grey and Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Iota Epsilon – National Management Honor Society (Lubin)*</td>
<td>Maroon and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Tau Delta – International English Honor Society (Dyson)*</td>
<td>Black and Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Theta Tau – International Honor Society of Nursing (CHP)*</td>
<td>Purple and White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Xi – The Scientific Research Honor Society (Dyson)</td>
<td>Silver and Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pin Available*
Pace University remains committed to providing high-quality and affordable education to our veteran students who have served our nation with honor and distinction. We feel privileged to have you as members of the Pace Community, now and in the future. We know that your contributions have enriched our academic and student life beyond measure. We recognize your service and sacrifice and wish you the very best in your future personal and career endeavors.

Our graduating student veterans are distinguished by the cords that indicate the branch of service that they served within the United States Armed Forces.
Traditional Symbols

In addition to the regalia and finery customarily worn by University faculty and officers, formal academic ceremonies often include colorful signs and symbols representing the history and traditions of university life as well as specific aspects of the university being celebrated.

Flags

At Pace University ceremonies, in addition to the flags of the United States, the state of New York, and of the University, the president is represented by a swallow-tail flag of a blue field with a gold border bearing the University seal in pale blue, ringed by the inscription "Office of the President."

Each school/college within the University (College of Health Professions, Dyson College of Arts and Sciences, Elisabeth Haub School of Law, Lubin School of Business, Sands College of Performing Arts, School of Education, and Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems) is signified by a blue and gold banner with the school/college name and University logo.

Maces

The mace was developed as an armor-crushing weapon in the 13th century. Battle axes and maces were formidable chivalric tools of combat and warfare. They became symbols of authority, commanding attention and respect for the bearer, and were associated with those responsible for protecting the king's person. By the 16th century, maces were ornately designed and decorated with jewels and precious metals, often crafted with elegant architectural motifs.

At Pace University, the dean for students carries two maces. One is a replica of a Gothic battle mace with a head formed by five flanges, topped by a fluted conical finial. The rondel consists of a rusticated wood shaft attached to a metal cylindrical base, all of which is brass plated and inscribed with the words "Pace University." The mace was introduced in 1968 at the first commencement held on the Pleasantville Campus. The second mace was first used in 1927 at commencement exercises of Good Counsel College, which became the College of White Plains and which was consolidated in 1975 with Pace University. The brass and wood mace is topped by a sphere and a formée cross with a garnet at its center. The rondel, consisting of two brass sections separated by a ribbed wooden grip, has a sphere at its base, which bears the inscription "Pace University."

University marshals carry batons that represent the schools/colleges of the University. The University seal is mounted on each end of the baton, which is made of American walnut. The name of each person who has served as dean of the school/college is engraved on a brass plate affixed to the school/college baton.

Verge

The verge, an elongated mace or staff carried by the grand marshal, is made of Honduran rosewood. It is topped by a replica of a bronze-coated copper globe made in 1510, which is the earliest existing representation depicting the discoveries of Christopher Columbus in the Western Hemisphere. Beneath the globe, each Pace campus is represented by ribbons of the campus color: green for New York City, blue for Pleasantville, and red for White Plains. The upper section of the shaft is inlaid with rare woods representing the four reaches of the world: ebony, teak, olive, and oak.

The Centennial Medallion (retired)

The medallion was struck in commemoration of the University's Centennial in 2006. Both the Chair of the Board of Trustees and the University President wore the Centennial Medallion, which is made of bronze and layered with silver plate. The face of the medallion is the Pace University seal and the reverse bears the engraved image of the Centennial mark.

The Centennial Staff

The University President carries an ornate staff that was crafted in 2006 to commemorate the University's Centennial. The Centennial Medallion set in brass tops the staff, which is almost six feet in height and made of solid wood.
Deans and Full-Time Faculty

College of Health Professions

Marcus C. Tye, Dean
Belinda Anderson, Associate Dean, Allied Health Programs
Esma Paljevic, Associate Dean, Lienhard School of Nursing
Elizabeth Colón, Assistant Dean, Recruitment, Retention, and Student Success
Sophie Kaufman, Assistant Dean, Grants and Strategic Initiatives
Patricia A. Ketterer, Assistant Dean, Finance and Human Resources
Patricia Myers, Assistant Dean, Accreditation and Educational Support

Stephanie Allen
Ana B. Amaya
Christine Amendola
Belinda (Beau) Anderson
Mary Anne Aylward
Ingrid Bell
Elizabeth Berro
Joshua Blair
Alyssa Burnham
Susan O. Cappelmann
Linda Carozza
Marie Lourdes Charles
Winifred Conneron
Christen Cooper
Jean Marie Covino
Laura Dye
Rhonda D'Agostino
John Damiao
Laura De la Bastide
Lissette Dorfman
Merlyn Dorsainvil
Lin Drury
Catherine Finlayson
Elayne S. Ganzfried
Temitope Gold
Erica Gollub
Martha Greenberg
Kyomi Gregory
Joy L. Henderson
Jennifer Hofmann
Alison Ismael
David Jackson
Sethu Karthikeyan
Joanne Knoesel
Hayley Kovner
Thomas MacPherson
MaryAnn Martin
Joshua Mendelsohn
Lisa Millman
Lakeisha Nicholls
Shannon North
Mary Opfer
Sarat Orlofsky
Esma Paljevic
Cynthia Paradiso
Alison Rebels
Nicki Reno-Welt
Elijah Salzer
Marcia Saulnier
Sheryl Scalzo
Robin Schafer
Elizabeth Sgambelurri
Liu Shi
Kindred Shulgin
Joanne K. Singleton
Jason Slyer
Nan Solomons
Andréa Sonenberg
Denise Tahara
Denis Tarrant
Jennifer Tokash
Jessica Tosto
Tracy Van Ness
Joana Velasquez
Sharon Stahl Wexler
Blana Wint
Scott Youmans

Dyson College of Arts and Sciences

Tresmaine R. Grimes, Dean
Richard B. Schlesinger, Senior Associate Dean
Bette Kirschstein, Senior Associate Dean
Charlotte Becket, Associate Dean
Martina Blackwood, Assistant Dean
Jane Ciampi, Assistant Dean
S. Brian Jones, Assistant Dean
Angela Nally, Assistant Dean

Inbal Abergil
Blanche Abramov*
Reza Afshari*
Matthew Aiello-Lammens
Mary Alberi*
Linda Anstendig*
Demos Athanasopoulos
Alexander Azarchs*
Cyrus Bacchi*
Sam Baruch
Casandra Basarab
Charlotte Becket
Daniel Bender*
Emily Bent
Janetta Benton
Susan Berardini
Carolyn Bisi-Hernandez
Sarah Blackwood
Barbara Blumberg*
David Boerma
Matthew Bolton
Guler Boyraz
Charlotte Becket
Daniel Bender*
Emily Bent
Janetta Benton
Susan Berardini
Carolyn Bisi-Hernandez
Sarah Blackwood
Barbara Blumberg*
David Boerma
Matthew Bolton
Guler Boyraz

Eric Brenner
Meaghan Brewer
Harold Brown*
Zafir Buraei
Anne Bynoe*
Dana Gadman
Karen Caldwell
Kole Camaj
Luke Cantarella
David Caputo*
Cesar Castope

*Professor Emeritus
Nicholas Catalano*
Cho Chan
Eduardo Chan
Eric Chang
Robert Chapman*
Michelle Chase
Sheying Chen
Sheila Chiffriifer
June Chisholm
Ross Christofferson
Robert Cicenia*
Joshua Cohen
Kimberly Collica-Cox
Jane Collins
Gregory Colman
Sister Dorett Cornell*
Erika Crispo
Sarah Cunningham
Anthony Cupiauolo*
Diane Cypkin*
Zhaohua Dai
Andriy Danylenko
Jonathan Danziger
Frances Delahanty*
Johanna deLeyer-Tiarks
Cynthia Delgado
Nanjie Deng
Jean DeNiro
Florence Denmark*
Kristen Di Gennaro
Sally Dickerson
Jane Dickson*
Veronika Dolar
Poonam Doshi
Martha Driver
Edgar Ducasse*
Joseph Dumbra*
Aki Dupont
Ida Dupont
Erna Dupuis
Shamita Dutta Gupta
William Eaton
Sara Perl Egendorf
Eric English
Brian Evans
Mauro Fa
Wei Fang
Lisa Farber
Lisa Fastenberg
Alexis Ferguson
Ramón Fernández
Michael Finewood
Katherine Fink
Garrett FitzGerald
Margaret Fitzgerald*
Amy Feaster
Joseph Franco
Ronald Frank
Amy Freedman
Barbara Friedman
Judith Gale*
Antonia Garcia-Rodriguez*
Irina Gazaryan
Patricia Gloster-Coates
Christopher Godfrey
Steven Goldiea*
Victor Goldsmith*
Courtney Gosnell
Linda Gottesfeld
Daniel Greenberg
Paul Griffin
Melissa Grigione
Tresmaine Grimes
Yu Gu
Louis Guarneri
Cihan Gunduz
Kier Hanratty
Alysa Hantgan
Laura Hapke*
Beth Hart
Brenna Hassinger-Das
Heather Hayes
David Hecht*
Tiffany Henley
Brandyn Heppard
Linda Herritt
Nira Herrmann*
Terence Hines
Charlene Hoegler
Marcelo Hoffman
Farrokh Hormozi*
Stephanie Hsu
Ying Huang
Lawrence Hundersmarck
Mark Hussey*
Maria Iacullo-Bird
Jennaleigh Iseman
Karla Jay*
Samuel Jeannite
Erica Johnson
Ruth Johnston*
Gregory Julian*
Mary Kaitenberg
Sergey Kazakov
Michael Kazlow*
Nzingha Kendall
Patrick Kim
Bette Kirschstein
Robert Klaeger*
Adam Klein
Andrew Kliman*
Hillary Knepper
Peter Knopf
Richard Kolenda
Satish Kolluri
Martin Kotler*
Eileen Kreit
Kelley Kreitz
Nikita Krishnan
Nancy Krucher
Alyona Kulik
Rebecca Kulzer
Iride Lamartina-Lens*
Michelle Land
Eve Laramee
Melanie LaRosa
Erik Lascaris
Cathryn Lavery
Joseph Lee
Angela Legg
Beatriz Levin
Gabriel Levine-Justicia
Helane Levine-Keating
Walter Levy*
Stephen Lofthouse*
Paul Londrigan
Harold Lurier*
Maria Luskay
Jared Manasek
Anthony Mancini
Ellen Mandel*
Vyshali Manivannan
Martin Marafioti
Matthew Marcello
Rebecca Martin*
Francis Martinelli
Augustine Masseuilli
Perla Masi
Charles Masiello*
Justine Matias
James McCarthy
Charles McDonald
Jillian McDonald
Brian McKernan
Brenda McManus
Eddie Miller
Seong Min
Mary Minnis
Analee Miranda
Everette Mitchell
Elmer-Rico Mojica
Jeannaire Molina
Jack Morales
Joseph Moreale*
Barry Morris*
Walter Morris*
Barbara Mowder
Robert Mundy
MaryAnn Murphy*
Timothy Myers
Nils Myszowski
David Nabirahni
Meghana Nayak
Weihua Niu
Charles North
William Offutt
Allen Oren
Tomasita Ortiz
Eric Osborne-Christenson
Ellease Oseye*

*Professor Emeritus
Dyson College of Arts and Sciences (continued)

William Page*
Judith Pajo
Monica Palta
Mirjana Pantic
George Pappas*
William Pappenheimer
Viktoria Paranyuk
George Picoulas
Richard Podgorski*
Johna Pointek
Jennifer Pranolo
Mitchell Preiss*
Alane Presswood
Michelle Pulaski Behling
Sandra Pulver*
Linda Quest*
Louis Quintas*
Yvonne Rafferty*
Anindita Rao
Sherman Raskin*
Walter Raubichek
Grace Ray
Nancy Reagain
James Reich
Eugene Richie
Jaimelee Rizzo
Rostyslaw Robak
Joan Roland*
Jennifer Romanello
Christine Romano
Lisa Rosenthal
Michael Rubbo
Donald Ryan*
Joseph Ryan*
Roger Salerno*  
Roger Sayre
Richard Schlesinger
Joshua Schwartz
Gina Scutelniciu-Todoran
Sharmila Shakya
John B. Sharkey*
Zared Shaver
Mohsen Shiri-Barakani
Anna Shostya
Yana Shwartsberg
Joseph Sinzer*
Ellen Skinner*
Manuela Soares
Gina Sorrentino
K. Mark Sossin*
Walter Srebnick*
Aaron Steiner
John Stokes
Daniel Strahs
Derek Stroup
Sonia Suchday
Marcella Szablewicz
Geraldine Taiani*
Durahn Taylor
Rebecca Tekula
Carol Telpha
Ruth Ann Thompson*
Anne Toomey
Betty Torrance*
Tran Tran-Tishion
Leora Trub
Michael Tursi
Aviva Twersky-Glasner
Rita Upmacis
Gerard Vallone*
Sara Vasta
Gloria Vela
Robert Vexler*
Andres Villagra
Malena Vinocur
Carmen Vlad*
Dorothee Von Huene-Greenberg*
Timothy Waligore
Shirley Wang
Ying Wang
Alfred Ward
Ama Wattley
Marilyn Weigold*
Mark Weinstock
Emily Welty
Marie Werner*
Maren Westphal
Imani Whitfield
Andrew Wier
Melvin Williams
Adelia Williams-Lubitz
Robert Wilson
Meng Xu
Todd Yarbrough
Nigel Yarlett
Joshua Yarmish*
Anastasia Yasik
Jean Yellin*
DaSean Young
Jordan Young*
Shannon Young*
Michele Zaccario
Emilie Zaslow
Paul Ziek
Catherine Zimmer

Lubin School of Business

Lawrence G. Singleton, Dean  
Randi L. Priluck, Senior Associate Dean  
Katherine M. Richardson, Associate Dean  
John Meletiadis, Assistant Dean  
Eileen Murphy, Assistant Dean

Niso Abuaf
Uzo P. Anakwe
Walter G. Antognini
Bruce Bachenheimer
Vincent Barrella
Daniel M. Baugher
Marcus Braga-Alves
Roberta J. Cable
E. Susanna Cahn
Kam C. Chan
Larry Chiagouris
Myojung Cho
Kwang-Hyun Chung
Andrew Coggins
Philip Cohen
Burcin Col
Frank Colella
Canan Corus
Bairj Donabedian
Leigh Anne Donovan
Julia Eisenberg
Samir M. El-Gazzar
Deborah Fain
Barbara R. Farrell
Mark Fichtenbaum
Natalia Gershun
Rosario J. Girasa
Elena E. Goldman
Dale Goldstein
Pradeep Gopalakrishna
Aron A. Gottesman
Claudia G. Green
Feiqi (Freddy) Huang
Iuliana Imailescu
Padma Kadiyala
Eric H. Kessler
Soyoun Kim
Dan King
Eunhee (Emily) Ko
Vishal Lala
Theresa Lant
Joonhee Lee
Picheng Lee
Chunyan Li
Mary M. Long

*Professor Emeritus
Lubin School of Business (continued)

Chongyu Lu
Christian N. Madu
Jessica Magaldi
Carl I. Malinowski
Edmund Mantell
Harvey Markovitz
Patrick McGuigan
Steven Mezio
Matthew Morey
Ebrahim Mortaz
Jouahn Nam
Conrad Nankin

Susanne O’Callaghan
Randi L. Priluck
Noushi Rahman
Chris Ramos
Ipshita Ray
Jeff Rebudal
Raymond Reisig
Anthony Rhine
Katherine M. Richardson
Dennis M. Sandler
Kaustav Sen
Donghi (Josh) Seo

Charles Y. Tang
Ibraiz Tarique
P.V. Viswanath
Ping Wang
Lindamarie Werntz Coatman
Robert S. Wiener
Janice M. Winch
Kathryn F. Winsted
Kevin J. Wynne
Mingming Zhou
Robert P. Zwicker

Sands College of Performing Arts

Tresmaine R. Grimes, Interim Dean
Jennifer Holmes, Executive Director

Susan Astin
April Bartlett
Jesse Carlo
Cosmin Chivu
Ianthe Demos
Amanda Flynn
Lauren Gaul
Jennifer Holmes
Scott Jovovich

Adrienne Kapstein
Graham Kindred
Grant Kretchik
Ka’ramuu Kush
Julie Lawrence-Edsell
Shawn Lewis
Christina Lind
Andreas Manolikakis
John-Vincent Mercanti

Rhonda Miller
Brian Rhinehart
Lester Shane
Matsy Stinson
Sheri Wilner
Nora Wooley
Chris Zaccardi

School of Education

Tresmaine R. Grimes, Dean
Brian Evans, Associate Dean

Lauren Birney
Christine Clayton
Tasha Darbes
Francine Falk-Ross
Tom Higgins
Laura Kaplan

Peter McDermott
Sharon Medow
Shobana Musti
Jennifer Pankowski
Raquel Plotka
Carrieann Sipos

Leslie Soodak*
Joan Walker
Robert Wiener*
Tanya Wiggins

Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems

Jonathan H. Hill, Dean
Susan Feather-Gannon, Associate Dean
Christelle Scharff, Associate Dean
Matthew Poli, Assistant Dean
Katie Todd, Assistant Dean

Joseph Acampora
D. Paul Benjamin
William Buttigieg
Sung-Hyuk Cha
Li-Chiou Chen
Andreea Cotoranu
Catherine Dwyer
Daniel Farkas
Susan Feather-Gannon

Yegin Genc
Carmine Guida
Nancy Lynch Hale
Darren Hayes
Jonathan H. Hill
Anthony Joseph
Leanne Keeley
James Lawler
Jonathan Lee

Chienting Lin
Pauline Mosley
Miguel Mosteiro
Julia Nomeee
Francis Parisi
Belgacem Raggad
David Sachs
Christelle Scharff
Thomas Schmidt

*Professor Emeritus

68 Deans and Faculty
## Seidenberg School of Computer Science and Information Systems

(continued)

| Juan Shan | Michael Strobel | Jonathan Williams |
| Namchul Shin | Lixin Tao | Zhan Zhang |
| Youngsoo Shin | Mary Tedeschi | |
| Sotirios Skevoulis | Sylvester Tuohy | |

---

## Elisabeth Haub School of Law

Horace E. Anderson Jr., Dean
Jill I. Gross, Vice Dean, Academic Affairs
Angela M. D’Agostino, Dean, Student and Campus Affairs
Jason J. Czarnezki, Associate Dean and Executive Director, Environmental Law Programs
Emily Gold Waldman, Associate Dean, Faculty Development
Cathy Alexander, Assistant Dean, Admissions
Deborah Heller, Assistant Dean, Law Library
Kapila Juthani, Assistant Dean, Career and Professional Development
Theresa Prestopino, Assistant Dean, Finance and Administration
Rachael Silva, Assistant Dean, External Affairs
Josie Wolf, Assistant Dean and Registrar

| Horace E. Anderson Jr. | Margaret M. Flint* | Randolph M. McLaquiin |
| Barbara L. Atwell | Joshua Gaiperin | Vanessa H. Merton |
| Noa Ben Asher | Leslie Y. Garfield Tenzler | Jessica Miles |
| Carol D. Barry | Bennett L. Gersham | Michael B. Mushlin* |
| Jonathan H. Brown | Steven H. Goldberg* | Smita Narula |
| Camila Bustos | Shelby D. Green | Marie Stefanini Newman* |
| Jay C. Carlisle II* | Alexander K.A. Greenawalt | John R. Nolon* |
| David N. Cassuto | Tamar Gribetz | Todd D. Ommen |
| Karl S. Coplan* | Lissa Griffin | Margot J. Pollans |
| Bridget J. Crawford | Jill I. Gross | Nicholas A. Robinson |
| Jason J. Czarnezki | John A. Humbach | Audrey Rogers* |
| Donald L. Doernberg* | Ronald H. Jensen* | Michelle S. Simon |
| David N. Dorfman | Irene D. Johnson | Merrill Sobie* |
| Linda C. Fentiman* | Katrina Fischer Kuh | James Toomey |
| James J. Fishman* | Thomas M. McDonnell | Emily Gold Waldman |

*Professor Emeritus
Welcome to the Pace Alumni Community

Congratulations, Class of 2024!

Today, you become official members of the Pace University Alumni Association joining our network of more than 165,000 talented alumni worldwide in which you share one of the most significant milestones in your life: Pace University. Regardless of the location or career path you choose to pursue, you and your classmates will remain connected to each other by your Pace experience. Our alumni community is a diverse, strong, successful network that we encourage you utilize as you seek opportunities and embark on an exciting new journey that the power of a Pace degree affords you.

As leaders of the Alumni Association, we encourage you to continue to share your Pace Pride and remain connected to your alma mater! Please visit us often and enjoy the many programs, benefits, and services that are available exclusively through the Alumni Association. Visit www.pace.edu/alumni for more information about participating in alumni events and programs, volunteer groups, staying connected, and last—but not least—mentorship opportunities. We want to continue to hear from you. Please contact us at 1 (877) 8-ALUMNI or pacealum@pace.edu with questions and suggestions.

On behalf of the entire alumni population, welcome to our family. Our community wishes you all the best in your future endeavors and looks forward to seeing you soon.

Sincerely,

[Signatures]

Sabrina A. Griffin ’92
Chair

Kelly Herbert ’06
Vice Chair

Pace University Alumni Association Leadership Council
Board of Trustees

Founders

Homer S. Pace, CPA
Charles S. Pace, LLD

Cynthia G. Goldstein '77, '81
Tax Attorney, CPA
Law Offices of Cynthia G. Goldstein

Barry M. Gosin
CEO
Newmark Knight Frank

Liliane A. Haub

David Z. Hirsh '84
Managing Director (Retired)
Blackstone Real Estate Asset Management Group

Dov Horowitz '05
COO
Worldwide TechServices

Joseph R. Ianniello '90
CEO
INLO Ventures, LLC

Hemant Khemka
Managing Director
Stesalit

Marvin Krislov, JD
President
Pace University

Charles Mak '77, '80
Senior Advisor (Retired)
Morgan Stanley Asia Limited

Martin McElroy '88
Partner
Deloitte, LLP

Audrey Murphy '82
Executive VP and CLO, Operations
Hackensack Meridian Health, Inc.

Donna Murphy '82
Global CEO
Havas Health & You

John T. O'Connor, Esq. '86
Partner
Hunton Andrews Kurth, LLP

Thomas J. Quinlan III '85
Former Chairman and CEO
LSC Communications

Robert Robotti '78
President and CIO
Robotti & Company

Christopher Roker '07
CEO
NYC Health + Hospitals/Lincoln
Chief Growth Officer
NYC Health + Hospitals

Robert S. Sands, JD '84
Chair
Pace University Board of Trustees
Executive Chair
Constellation Brands, Inc.

Ivan G. Seidenberg '81
Chairman and CEO (Retired)
Verizon Communications, Inc.
Advisory Partner
Perella Weinberg Partners

Sonia Suchday, PhD
Professor and Chair
Psychology Department
Pace University

Lana Bailey-Tamaro '06
CEO
CASO Document Management

Eugene M. Tobin
Senior Program Officer (Retired)
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Former President
Hamilton College

Marie J. Toulantis '81

Robert S. Tucker '96
Chairman and CEO
T&M USA, LLC

Susan S. Wallach
Special Counsel (Retired)
Schulte Roth & Zabel, LLP
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ALMA MATER

Alma Mater, hearts and voices sing to thee our everlasting praise;
Alma Mater, stand for ever, love is strong as we go marching by;
Each and every heart rejoices at the thought of happy days.

Pace, Oh Pace, we'll ne'er forget you,
raise our voices with your standard held on high.

Pace, Oh Pace, we'll ever follow
nor the friends we hold so dear;
Memories will linger ever and will brighten coming years.

where thy beacons show the way; True to thee we'll be for ever as we labor day by day.
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